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2020 TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 

CONSUMER FIREWORKS 
 
 
 

ALL ITEMS IN THIS CATALOG ARE EITHER IN STOCK OR ARE CONFIRMED FOR DELIVERY 
FOR THE 2020 SEASON. 
 
ITEMS ARE SOLD ON A FIRST ORDER BASIS. 
 
ALL PRICES ARE FOR FULL CASES ONLY.  
 
ALL PRICES ARE F.O.B. EDWARDSBURG, MI., AND DO NOT INCLUDE SALES TAX. 
 
IF YOU ARE EXEMPT FROM SALES TAX, WE WILL NEED A COPY OF YOUR SALES TAX ID. 
 
WE CAN SHIP COMMON CARRIER TO MOST CONTINENTAL STATES 
 
PRICES AND AVAILABILITY ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 
 
PLEASE NOTE THAT YOU, THE BUYER, ARE NOTIFIED THAT ALL FIREWORKS PRODUCTS 
AND THEIR HANDLING, STORAGE, TRANSPORTATION AND USE HAVE SIGNIFICANT RISKS 
TO LIFE AND PROPERTY. NO WARRANTIES ARE EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED 
 
PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL MERCHANDISE ON THIS PRICE LIST IS SOLD UPON THE 
CONDITION THAT WE, THE SELLER, SHALL NOT BE LIABLE IN ANY CIVIL ACTION FOR 
ANY ARREST, ACCIDENT, OR INJURY OCCASIONED DURING THE TRANSPORTATION, 
HANDLING, STORAGE, SALE, OR USE OF THE MERCHANDISE. 
 
MOST ITEMS ARE IN STOCK ALL YEAR LONG, BUT WE MAY RUN OUT OF SOME ITEMS. IF 
AN ORDERED ITEM IS UNAVAILABLE, WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO SUBSTITUTE A SIMILAR 
ITEM OF EQUAL OR GREATER VALUE, UNLESS OTHERWISE INSTRUCTED BY THE 
CUSTOMER. 
 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REFUSE TO SELL TO ANYONE AT ANY TIME AND TO LIMIT 
ITEM QUANTITIES AVAILABLE FOR SALE. 
 
DO TO LIABILITY; WE WILL NOT LOAD ANYONE’S VEHICLE.  IT IS YOUR OWN 
RESPONSIBILITY TO LOAD THE PRODUCT YOU HAVE PURCHASED.  
 
 

MANUFACTURERS KEY 
 
ALA – ALAMO FIREWORKS BC – BLACK CAT   BD – BLUE DRAGON   
BS - BRIGHT STAR   BW- BLAST WAVE   DM - DOMINATOR   
HF, JL, or JY - HAPPY FAMILY HS - HOT SHOT    MM – MACHINE MADE 
K - KEYSTONE    PD - PYRO DEMON   PH – PYRO HIGH 
P - WINDA    OX - MAD OX    RA - RACOON   
SSM, LBM, SF, or SG - SHOGUN SW – SHOCK WAVE  WC - WORLD CLASS   
WD - WILD DRAGON   
      
 



200G AERIALS  <$1000 >$1000 50+CS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

DM174C2

ATOM SMASHER

8 Shot - This supercharged item has rising color tails and wild 

silver tourbillions bursting into color and loud crackle breaks. 12/1 $55.28 $42.28 $35.77

DM288

BEASTLY

7 Shot - Contain a beast in them. Each of the shots will contain a 

golden brocade break followed by a beastly crackle. 24/1 $70.58 $53.98 $45.67

P5126

BIG N BAD                                                                                                                       

12 Shot- A strong recommend cake with unbelievable big 

breaking of palm tree and crackling flower! 8/1 $79.08 $60.48 $51.17

MM2132

BIO HAZARD                                                                                                                       

*NEW* 25 Shots - Mold cake with a variety of effects! 12/1 $57.02 $43.60 $36.89

JL1580

BOMB                                                                                                                 

12 Shot- Colorful peony with white strobes. 24/1 $97.92 $74.88 $63.36

DM226

CATAPULT

16 Shot - Multi color powerful strobe and fish cake. 24/1 $98.74 $75.50 $63.89

DM232A

COMET BLAST

7 Shot - A small package with a big effect!   This cake shoots 

high into the air with alternating silver and crackle rising effect. 48/1 $68.95 $52.73 $44.62

P5162

CRISS CROSS                                                                                                     

16 Shot- Very bright red, purple, yellow and green crossettes! 

Nice color and special effects! 16/1 $112.20 $85.80 $72.60

DM2013

DESERT OASIS

16 Shot - Bright strobing gold palms to a series of loud gold 

crackle breaks. 12/1 $84.15 $64.35 $54.45

DM224

DIAMOND BACK

16 Shot - A series of alternating red and white strobing palms and 

loud crackle breaks. 24/1 $98.74 $75.50 $63.89

HS6047

DYNAMIC TRIO

Inside this pack you will find three cakes that are bound to knock 

you off you feet called Bang, Pow, and Boom. Each of the cakes 

will start out as a fountain, graduating to a mine effect, and ending 

in a crackling artillery shell. 20/3 $196.35 $150.15 $127.05

DM2114

ELECTRIC RAINBOW

12 Shot - High quality special effect crossette breaks! 12/1 $90.98 $69.58 $58.87

P5122A

EYE CANDY 16 SHOT

*NEW* 16 Shot - Beautiful sea blue/lemon/orange/green 

dahlias with time rain pistils, all with color tails. 8/1 $64.60 $49.40 $41.80

OX2102

FOXY

*NEW* 16 Shot - Rich colors, flying fish, and strobing stars 

make this a truly "Foxy Firework". You will agree it is both 

beautiful and wild! 24/1 $96.90 $74.10 $62.70

DM289

FRAG

*NEW* 7 Shot - Beautiful bursts in the sky with this item. 

Multiple effects, in large colorful bursts. 24/1 $70.58 $53.98 $45.67



200G AERIALS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

OX292

FRUIT PUNCH - 1 ORANGE, 1 YELLOW, 1 PURPLE, 1 BLUE

12 Shot - This four pack features one Tangerine Dream, one 

Banana Blast, one Grape Glitz, and one Blueberry Blast.   Make 

your own fruit punch with Orange, Yellow, Purple and Blue stars! 3/4 $75.66 $57.86 $48.96

DM235

G-SHOCK

12 Shot - Blazing red and white palms blast high with crackle 

effects and a 4 shot palm tree with crackle finale. 12/1 $90.17 $68.95 $58.34

JL1603-GC

GAZING COWBOY ASSORTED CAKES                       

Gazing - This 21 shot cake has brocade with purple/blue and 

white strobe/red, brocade crackling flower with red, yellow, blue 

with silver chrys. Cowboy - This cake has a purple lemon with 

white strobe, brocade to red, red blue with white strobe, brocade 

to blue, and purple coconut with silver chrys effects. 6/2 $89.25 $68.25 $57.75

SSM242

GO FIGHT WIN

4 Shot- A fantastic straight up aerial cake goes 4 rounds to deliver 

heavy, big break, knock out performance. Loaded with strobe 

peony shells mixed with red, blue, purple, and green color stars 

this blockbuster shooter comes out on top in any show big or 

small.
2/1 $59.50 $45.50 $38.50

DM279

GROUND ZERO

*NEW* 25 Shot - Features multi-colored peonies, red stars to 

white strobe or delayed crackle, and a 5-shot finale. 12/1 $84.15 $64.35 $54.45

DM236

HAMMERTIME

16 Shot - Each shot raises high with a loud crackling tail, only to 

break into an explosive burst of more loud crackle. 12/1 $85.88 $65.68 $55.57

DM213

HEAD SHOT

*NEW* 12 Shot - Features brocade with red strobes, green 

strobes, and crackle. 12/1 $56.10 $42.90 $36.30

DM2103

HELION

*NEW* 16 Shot - Being multicolored with red and green 

affects. Exploding in to powerful strobes and fish going 

crazy in the sky. 24/1 $78.34 $59.90 $50.69

HS121

HONKER ER. ER.

7 Shot - 3 Times goose honking noise with whistle. 12/1 $108.83 $83.23 $70.42
HS-

DCRACKLE

R

HOT SHOT DAKOTA CRACKLER                                         

Red & Green Breaks, Crackling Comets with Report! 20/4 $97.75 $74.75 $63.25

SSM240

INSANE TRAFFIC

40 Shot- Crazy flying whizzing hummers create chaos in the air 

as they emerge from clusters of erupting strobe mines.

10/1 $100.30 $76.70 $64.90

HF3645

INSIGHT

7 Shot - Colorful peonies and red dahlias with white strobes. 8/1 $91.80 $70.20 $59.40

DM234B

IT’S A BOY

12 Shot -  All blue color mines to peonies with a 4 shot blue finale. 12/1 $89.25 $68.25 $57.75



200G AERIALS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

DM234A

IT’S A GIRL

12 Shot - All pink color mines to peonies with a 4 shot pink finale. 12/1 $89.25 $68.25 $57.75

DM2116

JULY'S SUPRISE                                                    

25 Shot - It will give you the rush of rising tails into willow and 

crackle. 8/1 $63.78 $48.78 $41.27

DM2122

KA-POW                                                     

10 Shot - It's sure to knock you out! This cake has brocade 

breaks that are red and green, along with a crackle effect. Perfect 

addition for any show! 12/1 $81.60 $62.40 $52.80

OX295

KRAKEN

20 Shot - This item features powerful mines the break high above 

into huge stars burst giving a double layer effect.  Gold brocade 

and ruby red stars are featured. 12/1 $121.58 $92.98 $78.67

DM2110

LAWLESS

*NEW* 6 Shot - Includes six colorful shots to let your wild 

side out! 24/1 $85.88 $65.68 $55.57

DM2007

LOUD CLOUD

16 Shot - Whistles to crackle flower breaks make this item perfect 

for the finale. 12/1 $90.98 $69.58 $58.87

OX297

MAD COW                                                                   

9 Shot- A mini 9 shot on a board. A great retail item! 8/1 $78.20 $59.80 $50.60

HS3592

MAMA MIA

12 Shot - Palms with multi-colored tips and red, white and gold 

strobes. 12/1 $106.28 $81.28 $68.77

DM254

MEGA MINI

96 Shot - This mini Z-cake shoots volleys of crackle, red and 

green comet with golden tails. 12/1 $117.30 $89.70 $75.90

P5010

MERCURIAL BEE 16 SHOT

*NEW* 16 Shot - Create positive buzz for your show with this 

cake's bright silver spinners, whistling bee effect and 

crackle! 24/1 $112.20 $85.80 $72.60

DM232

MIGHTY MINI

7 Shot - Assorted colors, fish, whirlwinds, etc. Our best value. 

Don't be fooled by size, these guys pack a mighty punch! 18/6 $157.90 $120.74 $102.17

HF3688

MISS USA                                                    

12 Shot - Brocade king with red pearl plus white strobe, and red 

coconut with blue plus green strobe. 12/1 $92.72 $70.90 $59.99

OX2052

MONKEY WRENCH

20 Shot - Bright tails to big chrysanthemums. 24/1 $102.00 $78.00 $66.00

JL1548-ABC

MONSTER ASSORTMENT.                                                                  

Big Foot - A wonderful 21 shot color coconut with white strobe 

stars, awesome gold willow to color peony, with a beautiful silver 

chrys. Flower+red strobe stars finale. Wolfman - Awesome 21 

shots of brocade crown to color peony, beautiful color peony with 

color strobe stars, romantic purple coconut with silver chrys 

flowers. Vampire - Beautiful 21 shot gold willow with blue and 

white strobe stars, brocade crown with purple and red, crackling 

brocade with red, color peony with silver chrys flowers. 4/3 $89.25 $68.25 $57.75



200G AERIALS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

MM2130

NANO TECH

*NEW* 19 Shot - Octagon mold cake. Best color, best value. 

From Machine Made Fireworks. 12/1 $96.08 $73.48 $62.17

LBMJ1

NASTY AT NIGHT 25 SHOTS

25 Shot - Not to be messed with ... 25 shots of alternating blue 

with silver palm comets and blue with sizzling crackle comets 

slash the darkness of nightfall. Simple but hard to beat. 12/1 $154.73 $118.33 $100.12

DM280

NEON STARS

25 Shot- Bright neon effects makes this a great unique item! 12/1 $71.40 $54.60 $46.20

SSM219

PANDEMONIUM

24 Shot - Let yourself get cought up in the wild and noisy 

excitement as this fan pattern cake rips the sky with a rocking 

collection or color and comets. 4/1 $68.00 $52.00 $44.00

DM260

PIRANHA PANIC

19 Shot - Colorful flying fish make this cake a real crowd pleaser. 12/1 $124.95 $95.55 $80.85

OX236B

PRO OX - PATRIOT ASSORTMENT

16 shot - Each case contains 3 red peony, 3 blue peony, 3 white 

peony, 3 crackle finale cakes.   These are brown label pro-version 

cakes! 3/4 $92.67 $70.86 $59.96

OX2055

REAPER DRONE

19 Shot - Brocade with white, red or green strobe. 8/1 $77.38 $59.18 $50.07

DM286

RED, WHITE, & BLUE BOMBS                                            

16 shots - Each shot is a beautiful combination of white strobing 

stars with alternating red and blue bursts. 12/1 $85.88 $65.68 $55.57

OX174C2

RODEO

8 Shot - Spinning tourbillion tails to peonies and crackling flowers. 8/1 $53.55 $40.95 $34.65

DM228

ROWDY RAMPAGE

16 Shot - Multiple color strobe bursts to crackle. 24/1 $98.74 $75.50 $63.89

DM2003

RUBY SKY

20 Shot - This cake features red mag. comets with silver tails. 8/1 $89.28 $68.28 $57.77

K8057

SHANGRI LA

*NEW* 18 Shot - Brilliant neon peonies, red strobe waterfalls 

and a crackling finale make this fan cake almost too good to 

be true! 6/1 $72.27 $55.26 $46.76

SW-293

SHIMMER STORM

*NEW* 24 Shot - Shimmering and glittering delight!  Red, 

white, and green strobing palms with a huge strobing finale. 12/1 $103.73 $79.33 $67.12

DM290

SHOCKING PINK

*NEW* 7 Shot - Featuring pretty pink star bursts will cause 

this to be a parade you will not want to miss! 24/1 $70.58 $53.98 $45.67

DM2123

SILKEN SKY                                                                    

16 Shot - This unique new effect is as delicate and beautiful as 

silk! Fill the sky with bright colored peony followed by out 

beautifully silken lace effect. 12/1 $82.52 $63.10 $53.39



200G AERIALS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

DM222

SILVER CYCLONE

16 Shot - Silver whirlwinds!   Perfect size for assortments but with 

performance you will want to showcase! 24/1 $98.74 $75.50 $63.89

P5143

SMOKE DRAGON                                                             

16 Shot- Colorful smoke dragon tail to crackling. This day time 

cake paints your blue sky today! 12/1 $106.28 $81.28 $68.77

OX2054

SMOKE TRAILS

16 Shot - Alternating color tails to huge bursts of crackle. Great 

for daytime use ! Colorful smoke and noise ! 12/1 $105.47 $80.65 $68.24

DM246

SNAFU

9 Shot – Small size but lots of action in this brocade and crackle 

cake. 48/1 $101.18 $77.38 $65.47

DM2101

SPARTA                                                                     

Popular size 200g, silver whirlwinds to big breaks! 24/1 $96.90 $74.10 $62.70

2PB0001

STROBING WILLOW                                                            

*NEW* 25 Shot - Featuring gold titanium willow with teal, 

green, peach, blue, and gold glitter. 12/1 $89.25 $68.25 $57.75

P5118

STRONG MAN                                                             

16 Shot-Powerful multi-color palm tree with silver strobe, crackle 

and time rain. You can hardly believe it is only 200g cake. 12/1 $90.98 $69.58 $58.87

DM287

THE CREEPER                                                                      

7 shots - Reasonable cost but beautiful bursts in the sky with this 

item. Multiple effects, in large colorful bursts. 24/1 $70.58 $53.98 $45.67

DM240

TOUGH GUYS

7 Shot - Two cake assortment that offers huge crackling color 

mines. 18/2 $90.12 $68.91 $58.31

PD-2056

WAKING EVIL

16 Shots - An alternating display of red tails to red peony with 

white strobe and green tails to green peony with white strobe. 

Ending in an intense 4 shot finale. 16/1 $153.95 $117.73 $99.62

HF3644

WICKED

7 Shot - Silver chrys. and brocade crowns. 8/1 $91.80 $70.20 $59.40

500G AERIALS

DM202C5

192 PROOF 

192 Shot - Serious strength pyro!  This long lasting cake does it 

all, filling the sky with sweeping color, crackle, and reports. Then 

fan volleys of huge loud breaking shells filling the sky with 

glittering spiders. This amazing cake repeats this fantastic 

performance a total of four times. 1/1 $97.75 $74.75 $63.25

OX5415

2 MINUTE PRO OX SHOW IN A BOX                      

48 Shot- This item is a party in one box. This one has it all, fish, 

falling leaves, strobe, peonies and more! 3/1 $94.35 $72.15 $61.05

DM5414

2 MINUTE BLOCK PARTY SHOW CAKE                           

48 Shot- This item is a party in one box. This one has it all, fish, 

falling leaves, strobe, peonies and more! 3/1 $106.26 $81.26 $68.76



500G AERIALS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

DM5001

3 MINUTE TIME BOMB                           

*NEW* 69 Shot- One of the longest lasting fireworks on the 

market. With a variety of effects! 3/1 $108.81 $83.21 $70.41

LBM-204

300 SHOTS                           

*NEW* 300 Shot- Prepare for an epic barrage of 300 fanned 

rapid fire color crackling comets, strobing tails, and whistles 

speeding up to an intense finale that will get your blood 

pumping and keep you on the edge of your seat. This is 300! 1/1 $73.95 $56.55 $47.85

LBM-179

5 ACROSS                           

*NEW* 5 Shot- All in a row fill the sky with an intense display 

of half and half shells in various combinations of silver, red, 

blue, purple, green, and lemon augmented with silver palm 

or red strobe pistils. No puzzle here five across spells 

GREAT! 2/1 $108.80 $83.20 $70.40

HF3658

ALL NIGHT LONG

23 Shot - Red dahlias with white strobe, red coconut with green 

pearls, blue tail to gold coconut to color, and color dahlia with 

silver chrys. 4/1 $97.75 $74.75 $63.25

DM546

AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR

25 Shot - Part of the "American" Series, this fan cake starts with a 

fan of gold comets rising from blue mines that break into a sky 

filling volley of hard breaking white strobing palms. 4/1 $118.15 $90.35 $76.45

DM571

AMERICAN POWER

*NEW* 16 Shot - A great value, big bursts with the colors of 

red, white, blue and green. 6/1 $90.12 $68.91 $58.31

DM549

AMERICAN SERIES (MIXED CASE)

25 Shot - Four cake assortment that offers American Muscle Car, 

American Steel, American Storm, and American Thunder all in 

one case. 4/1 $118.15 $90.35 $76.45

DM544

AMERICAN STEEL

25 Shot - Part of the "American" Series, this fan cake starts with a 

fan of silver serpents rising from blue mines that break Into a sky 

filling volley of red and white strobe shells and ends with a finale 

of crackle. 4/1 $118.15 $90.35 $76.45

DM548

AMERICAN THUNDER

25 Shot - Part of the "American" Series, this fan cake starts with 

Gold comets shooting through delayed crackle mines and 

breaking into huge color shells, the shells have delayed crackle 

that fills the sky with each volley. 4/1 $118.15 $90.35 $76.45

P5511

ARTISTIC PYRO 45 SHOT                                             

*NEW* 45 Shot - Huge breaks of brocade crowns and gold 

willows with color tips alternating with gorgeous angled 

red/green/purple/orange crossettes. An artistic and 

breathtaking cake! 4/1 $119.00 $91.00 $77.00

DM5110

BBQ PARTY                                              

*NEW* 24 Shot - Color carton assortment with two 24 shot 

500g cakes and 12 artillery shells!   A BBQ party in one box! 1/1 $48.45 $37.05 $31.35



500G AERIALS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

P5413

BIG MOTHER CLUCKER                                              

30 Shot- Pretty cool giant silver twisted flower returns as a big 

mother clucker! All angles shooting gets an eye-catching red and 

blue dahlia! 3/1 $101.16 $77.36 $65.46

DM5313

BITCHIN' CAMARO

20 Shot - Hard breaking variegated shells with delayed crackle to 

a strong finish with lots of crackle. 4/1 $56.95 $43.55 $36.85

HF3609

BLACK OUT

Colorful coconut, peony, strobe with silver chrys, and silver 

coconuts. 4/1 $97.75 $74.75 $63.25

DM554

BRAGGIN RIGHTS 

9 Shot - 2" multi-color Mega-Burst shells. Same great 

performance as our 3" shells but in a tichter package 4/1 $108.80 $83.20 $70.40

DM5007

BREAKING NEWS

49 shot Multi-color Crossettes. Fired in a "Z" pattern starting in 

the center and working out on both sides, this cake fills the sky 

with color. Each row is a new color. 2/1 $71.40 $54.60 $46.20

DM5249

CARDIAC

12 Shot - This is a one-two-three progression cake with huge 

peony breaks with whistle and crackle. 3/1 $124.95 $95.55 $80.85

OX5027

CHUPACABRA

39 Shot - Very loud crackling comets to vertical chrysanthemums 

with crackling flowers. 2/1 $84.15 $64.35 $54.45

P5518

CLUB MIX 63 SHOT

*NEW* 63 Shot - Colorful crackling tails with blue mine, palm 

breaking with flying fish tourbillion flowers rising to gold 

willows with color tips, whistling tails with strobing mine. 

Multiple effects with double finales of brocade crowns! 3/1 $113.91 $87.11 $73.71

P5472

COLOR CASCADE                                                       

20 Shot- Strobe and color pearl mines to 

ruby/emerald/blue/orange dahlias with red/green/yellow falling 

leaves with shining strobes! Cascades of amazing colors! 4/1 $90.95 $69.55 $58.85

OX5101

COLORCLASM

*NEW* 25 Shot - Outstanding colors in this large fan cake. 

Sure to be a new favorite. 4/1 $103.70 $79.30 $67.10

PH5446

COTTON MOUTH

*NEW* 18 shot fan  -  NEW EFFECT - Vivid colors to quiet 

cotton effect. From Pyro High Fireworks. 6/1 $92.67 $70.86 $59.96

OX5424

CRATER CREATOR

*NEW* 12 Shot - You might be worried about making new 

craters on the moon with the 12 powerful shots of mines to 

shells. 4/1 $132.60 $101.40 $85.80

DM5404

DEVILS FURY

*NEW* 9 Shot - This large size, no nonsense high 

performance item. 6/1 $104.55 $79.95 $67.65



500G AERIALS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

P5537

DIVE DEEP 30 SHOT

*NEW* 30 Shot - Extremely long hanging brocade crown 

waterfall! 4/1 $136.85 $104.65 $88.55

DMP5076

DOMINATION - PRO LEVEL

*NEW* 42 Shot - Fired in volleys of 3. Giving you 42 shots of 

beautiful brocade mines to brocade and glitter breaks and 

extremely loud crackle mines to crackle and vivid color 

dahlia’s. Professional level shots letting you show everyone 

how its done. 2/1 $67.15 $51.35 $43.45

OX5031

DOUBLE BARREL

9 Shot - Mad Ox Brand premium double breaking shells on a 9 

shot rack. 2/1 $87.55 $66.95 $56.65

DM5402

DOUBLE THE FUN 

*NEW* 24 Shot - Absolute best value with 24 huge breaks in 

one cake. 4/1 $77.35 $59.15 $50.05

OX5803

DRAGON

*NEW* 21 Shot - Great fan brocade and color stars ends up 

with jelly fish effects. 3/1 $81.60 $62.40 $52.80

JL1731

DRAGON SLAYER                                                      

16 Shot- Red dahlia with white strobe and brocade horsetail, blue 

green dahlia with gold strobe and brocade horsetail, purple lemon 

dahlia with red strobe and brocade horsetail, purple lemon green 

strobe and brocade horsetail. 4/1 $84.15 $64.35 $54.45

OX596

ENERGIZER

*NEW* 16 shots – A great value, big bursts and lots of 

variety. 6/1 $90.12 $68.91 $58.31

HS7123

ETERNITY

There is only one true ETERNITY, but this 500 Gram is among 

the longest lasting cakes in the market. 3/1 $123.27 $94.26 $79.76

OX5326

FANATIC FIREWORKS

*NEW* 14 shots – Fantastic colors, fan shape shots, make for 

a new customer favorite. 6/1 $102.00 $78.00 $66.00

OX5060

FINALE RACK

6 massive shots of largest legal load possible! A great way to end 

an show. 2/1 $171.70 $131.30 $111.10

HF3662

FIRE IN THE HOLE

30 Shot - Big bursts of brocade crown with color strobing, and 

color crackling willows. 3/1 $89.25 $68.25 $57.75

DM576

FORTHNITE

*NEW* 16 Shot - You will think the vikings are coming with 

this 16 shots cake. A great value, big bursts and lots of 

variety. 6/1 $90.12 $68.91 $58.31

DM5280

FOUR KINGS

*NEW* 12 Shot - This is an assorted case with a bright color 

carton. There are four different colored cakes in this 

assortment, each has 12 shots that include crackle, strobes, 

and big, beautiful breaks! 1/4 $60.35 $46.15 $39.05



500G AERIALS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

SW-5266

FREE ENERGY

*NEW* 10 Shot - Featuring 10 Shots of white tails to massive 

red, green, purple, and yellow peonies with a 3-shot 

variegated peony finale. 4/1 $89.25 $68.25 $57.75

SW-5801

FULL CHARGE

*NEW* This Fully Charged cake will last over a minute with 

too many effects to list!  One great show in one great cake! 3/1 $85.86 $65.66 $55.56

DM506

FULL CONTACT 

7 Shot - This item gets right down to business with huge bursts of 

crackle and willow to color. You will not have to grapple long 

because the groundwork of the shells lifting and loud bursts will 

makes your opponents submit scoring a you a TKO! 4/1 $61.20 $46.80 $39.60

PD3056

GENERAL TSO 

This cake has is all from the loud breaks of red and blue stars 

and more. Including glitter, purple, green, white, yellow, and 

crackling chrysanthemums. 4/1 $120.70 $92.30 $78.10

DM5016

GOLD STORM

42 Shot - A classic effect of sweeping gold glitter mines to a loud 

crackle finale.  4/1 $112.20 $85.80 $72.60

P5514

GOLDEN PEACOCK 149 SHOT

*NEW* 149 Shot - Vibrant color comets with gold glittering 

tails zip back and forth in a pleasing Z pattern. Big fan finale! 2/1 $112.20 $85.80 $72.60

LBM-162

GREAT NATION

30 Shot - A majestic 30 shot cake designed to honor the USA and 

celebrate the freedoms it so enjoys. Sit back and bask in a 

blazing display of red, white, blue, silver, and time rain crackle as 

it overwhelms the night sky. 4/1 $87.55 $66.95 $56.65

 P5471 

HAWAII DREAM 24'S

24 Shot - Superb palm trees with big silver/green/purple tiger 

tails! Grand crackling willow finale!
4/1 $104.55 $79.95 $67.65

 DM5124B 

HE OR SHE, WHAT WILL IT BE? (BLUE STAR EFFECT) 

*NEW* This is a 25 shot gender reveal cake that is sure to 

wow the crowd, both with the reveal and star effects! This is 

the blue gender reveal cake, it has volleys of five shots that 

burst into beautiful blue stars. 4/1 $119.00 $91.00 $77.00

 DM5124A 

HE OR SHE, WHAT WILL IT BE? (PINK STAR EFFECT)

*NEW* This is a 25 shot gender reveal cake that is sure to 

wow the crowd, both with the reveal and star effects! This is 

the pink gender reveal cake, it has volleys of five shots that 

burst into beautiful pink stars. 4/1 $119.00 $91.00 $77.00

PH5442

HEMP HEMP HOORAY

*NEW* 24 Shot - UNIQUE new colorful sky comet with crackle 

sky mine. From Pyro High Fireworks 6/1 $119.03 $91.03 $77.02

OX5804

HIGH OCTANE

*NEW* 49 Shot - Featuring a Z shape glittering willow to 

purple with crackling palm finale. 4/1 $82.45 $63.05 $53.35



500G AERIALS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

DMP588

HIGH RISER - PRO LEVEL

*NEW*  42 Shot - Fan shape featuring unique high rising 

whistles to ultra bright & colorful strobe to color falling 

leaves waterfalls. 4/1 $112.20 $85.80 $72.60

LBM-135

HIGH TREASON

15 Shot - Wanted for rebellion await their trial by fire. Silver 

tourbillions, whistles, and crackling hang high in the sky followed 

by brocade with red/white strobe. Red strobe mines lead off each 

shot. You be the judge! 4/1 $91.80 $70.20 $59.40

LBM-220

HOWLER MONKEY

*NEW* 22 Shot - Listen to this primal scream of 22 deafening 

whistles with long silver trails and crackling bursts soaring 

high into the sky! A finale barrage of huge crackle breaks 

brings out the wild side! 4/1 $94.35 $72.15 $61.05

P5476

IMPRESSIONIST 30 SHOTS

*NEW* 30 Shot - Silver whirls with color strobing mines to 

lemon/blue/purple/orange/emerald/peach dahlias with 

red/gold strobes. Magical! 4/1 $130.05 $99.45 $84.15

DM5245

IRON GORILLA

36 Shot - Featuring scrambling comets and beautiful blue and 

silver pistils with a 6-shot willow finale. 4/1 $91.80 $70.20 $59.40

DM5284

JACKED UP!

30 Shot - Fan of multi-color glitter, strobes, palms, and dragon 

eggs. 2/1 $62.90 $48.10 $40.70

DM5279

JAM PACKED

30 Shot - Green and red mines to green, blue and red peonies 

ending is a finale of green and white strobe willows. 2/1 $66.30 $50.70 $42.90

DM511

JUDGE JURY EXECUTIONER ASST.

*NEW* 20 Shot– Three assorted cakes each with hard 

breaking variegated color and crackle to a strong finish with 

lots of noise. Coming in a great color carton which you can 

keep or fuse all three together in it and have awesome 

Finale! 1/3 $45.05 $34.45 $29.15

HF3661

KAMIKAZI

90 Shot - Crackling tail, silver and gold chrysanthemum with 

crackling. 2/1 $72.25 $55.25 $46.75

DM5318

KILLER ROBOT

*NEW* 9 Shot - This product leaves a path of pyrotechnic 

destruction with its 9 powerful breaks of color peony, 

flashing strobe and gold brocade. 6/1 $85.02 $65.01 $55.01

DM5322

KILLJOY

*NEW* 9 Shot - You won’t be the killjoy of the party with this 

great performer! Big breaks of brilliant white strobes with red 

and blue stars. 6/1 $83.33 $63.73 $53.92

LBM-210

KING OF CROWNS

19 Shot - Indulge in the riches of royalty with nine massive bursts 

of silver spinning crowns with decadent green, gold, and red 

strobing centers punctuated by bursts of neon green and blue go 

getter bouquets. It’s good to be the king! 2/1 $64.60 $49.40 $41.80



500G AERIALS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

P5533

LIGHT CHASERS 33 SHOT                                                      

*NEW* 33 Shot - Featuring purple, green, and orange go-

getters alternated with thick multi-color palm pistils with 

crackles. Miraculous light chasers! 4/1 $104.55 $79.95 $67.65

LBM-209

LIMITLESS

115 Shot - Unleash your ultimate potential with this action packed 

rapid fire barrage of 115 fanned crackling color comets, mines, 

whistles, and colorful strobing breaks. The vibrant colors and fast 

pace will make you feel like anything is possible! 2/1 $93.50 $71.50 $60.50

LBM-212

LONG HAUL

*NEW* 54 Shot - Hit the open road and enjoy the ride with 54 

shots bright multi-color dahlias featuring aqua, red, green, 

orange, purple, and lemon punctauted by rows of fanned 

multi-color comets and mines! Take the next exit with a 

finale barrage of white strobe mines and a sky full of vivid 

colorful dahlias! 2/1 $66.30 $50.70 $42.90

DM5431

LOUD-LOUDER-LOUDEST

*NEW* 25 Shot - Release the storm inside your self with this 

500 gram cake. It has 25 shots of hard breaking variegated 

shells to several crackling grass shells, a unique crackle 

effect. This series repeats itself and ends in a finale of sky 

filling crackle. These shells will glow with color like atoms in 

the sky. 3/1 $114.75 $87.75 $74.25

OX5809

MAD OX TRUCKLOAD

*NEW* 150 Shot - Color carton assortment - 150 massive 

shots!  With eight 200g, and two 500g cakes!  1/1 $85.00 $65.00 $55.00

DM574B

MAMMOTH BROCADE

10 Shot - Huge breaks of brilliant golden willows that fill the sky.  

This is an effect that is sure to make everyone Ooo and Ahh! 4/1 $113.05 $86.45 $73.15

DM574C

MAMMOTH CRACKLE

10 Shot - You will not believe your eyes! This item fills the sky 

with hundreds of loud crackle bursts. 4/1 $113.05 $86.45 $73.15

DM574A

MAMMOTH PEONY

10 Shot - This item fills the sky with bright red, white, and blue 

peonies. 4/1 $113.05 $86.45 $73.15

DM590

MAMMOTH STROBE

10 Shot - Huge, professional, long duration blinding white strobes! 4/1 $113.05 $86.45 $73.15

DM591

MAMMOTH STROBE- RED

10 shot - Our classic mammoth strobe effect but in brilliant red.   

This one will make the professionals jealous! 4/1 $113.05 $86.45 $73.15

DM5256

MAMMOTH SUN RING

10 Shot - Sun ring effect. 4/1 $119.85 $91.65 $77.55

P5523

MASTER STROKE 20 SHOTS

*NEW* 20 Shot - Deep red/green/purple/blue dahlias, each 

with massive palm tail pistil. A rare effect! 4/1 $101.15 $77.35 $65.45



500G AERIALS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

DM186C5

METEOR STORM  

49 Shot - Beginning with an intense zipper fan barrage of large 

gold meteor comets reaching amazing heights, this cake finishes 

with large bright comets rising to huge gold strobe willow breaks. 1/1 $51.85 $39.65 $33.55

OX5100

MUCHO GRANDE

20 shots -  A large fan cake with brilliant color shells inside and 

large brocade burst on each side.   You will agree it is the big one! 3/1 $117.30 $89.70 $75.90

JL1719

MYSTIQUE                                                                      

58 Shot- Red strobe mine with yellow coconut tail tree, spinner, 

green fallen leaves, red strobe mine blue green purple yellow tail, 

purple green yellow strobe silver fish fallen leaves, se blue green 

lemon purple red strobe, gold strobe. 2/1 $73.95 $56.55 $47.85

LBMJ12

NAILED IT

15 Shot - Yeah man that's got it covered! A terrific blend of 

satisfying effects gets this 15 shot baby done right and at a great 

price too! Why say more? Try it and see!
8/1 $113.08 $86.48 $73.17

P5452B

NEON BLAST 30 SHOT

*NEW* 30 Shot -  Blasts of neon red/lemon/blue. True to its 

name! 4/1 $132.60 $101.40 $85.80

OX598

NEON OVER LOAD

16 shots - 9 x 11 inch size for better shelf presence.  6/1 $97.77 $74.76 $63.26

PH5450

NICE GRASS

*NEW* 20 Shot - Including color and brocades along with 

whistles. From Pyro High Fireworks 8/1 $97.78 $74.78 $63.27

DMP5106

NISHIKI CROWN KAMURO - PRO LEVEL

*NEW* 9 Shot - Japanese inspired, Japanese quality, The 

Nishiki is the most sought after firework effect in the world. 

Giant breaks of golden Nishiki rain down. 4/1 $114.75 $87.75 $74.25

P5446

NOTORIOUS                                                              

33 Shot- Brocade willow with colorful tips, double layers mine. 

One LOUD cake! 6/1 $107.97 $82.56 $69.86

DM5278

OUT COLD

30 Shot - Features red and white strobe breaks to rapid fire blue 

and white strobe breaks with a 5-shot finale of red with white 

strobing and gold palms . 3/1 $83.31 $63.71 $53.91

LBM-129

PARTY BOX

52 Shot - Hey time for a party! The disco flashers start things off 

as the tempo builds and the rhythm mounts to a frenzy. Colored 

beams of red, green, blue, purple, silver, and gold light up the 

dance floor in time to the heavy beat of crackle and a final round 

of time rain. This cake has a long duration of 2 minutes!
2/1 $73.10 $55.90 $47.30

SW-5501

PATRIOTIC CAMOFLAUGE

*NEW* 23 Shot - You won’t be able to hide from this 23 shot 

Red, White, and Blue hard-hitting shell cake. 6/1 $116.48 $89.08 $75.37



500G AERIALS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

DM574

PATRIOTIC DOMINANCE

10 Shot - You’ll feel the patriotic pride as the whistling tails 

explode into huge red, white, and blue bursts, ending with a finale 

of loud crackle bursts. 4/1 $117.30 $89.70 $75.90

HF3599

PLANET DEFENDER

42 Shot - Beautiful color coconut tree, and color peony with white 

strobes. 2/1 $68.85 $52.65 $44.55

JL1715

POISON                                                                     

12 Shot- Brocade mine to brocade king with red lemon with white 

strobe, brocade king with blue green and gold strobe, brocade 

king with purple blue with green strobe, brocade king with 

yellow/green/gold strobe. 4/1 $80.75 $61.75 $52.25

DM5257

PURPLE STORM

25 Shot - Grab the umbrella, it's about to rain purple! A stunning 

display of purple leaves and glittering gold in the sky. 4/1 $113.90 $87.10 $73.70

OX5125

PYRO FURY

205 Shot - This item features fast zipper shots as well as huge 

fan shell bursts.  This is a true finale in a box! 2/1 $151.30 $115.70 $97.90

BD-5324

PYRO RAGE

*NEW* 14 Shot - Includes mixed vertical and fanned colorful 

breaks also with strobe and crackle. 6/1 $92.67 $70.86 $59.96

P5469

RAGS TO RICHES 18 SHOTS

*NEW* 18 Shot - Triple-layer mine of green stars, golden 

strobe, blue stars to brocade crown with golden, green 

strobes and blue stars. Three times the fun! 4/1 $90.95 $69.55 $58.85

P5482

RAINBOW 30'S

30 Shot - Rainbow mine and rainbow peonies! 3/1 $107.97 $82.56 $69.86

DM595

RECLUSE

9 Shot 2 inch - Huge bursts of beautiful brocade and glitter! 2/1 $62.05 $47.45 $40.15

LBM-32

RIP RAP

120 Shot - Variegated hummers wail, moan, and cry as they rip 

up and tear the sky in a zigzag motion. 2/1 $123.25 $94.25 $79.75

DM578

RIP ROCK AND ROLL

220 Shot - A fast zipper style cake with lots of color and noise. 

Features red, white, and blue stars, whistle, and crackling tails 1/1 $77.35 $59.15 $50.05

OX585

ROCK THE NIGHT

16 Shot - Effects include willows, color and crackling.  Each with a 

four shot finale. 3/1 $77.37 $59.16 $50.06

BS8011

ROUNDERS                                                                

25 Shot- Color tails to awesome breaks of brocade crown to blue 

or purple with strobing color pistils. 6/1 $100.32 $76.71 $64.91

DM5434

S.W.A.T TEAM

20 Shot - Hard breaking brocade, strobe, and blood red stars to a 

strong finish with lots of noise. 4/1 $56.95 $43.55 $36.85

LBM-203

SALUTE TO THE TROOPS 45 SHOTS

45 Shot - Salute the armed forces with fans of beautiful brocade 

mines that make way for blue and white strobe breaks with a with 

a breathtaking delayed red strobe. A brilliant display of red, white, 

and blue patriotic pride. 4/1 $110.50 $84.50 $71.50



500G AERIALS
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DM599

SANTA MUERTE

*NEW* 9 Shot - Huge performance in this mid-priced cake. 

This cake will strike fear into your enemies. 4/1 $98.60 $75.40 $63.80

DM512

SATURN RING

*NEW* 10 Shot - A true showpiece!   Rings with double 

crackle pistil, Rings with silk lace pistil, to finale! 4/1 $115.60 $88.40 $74.80

P5496

SHARK TORNADO 25 SHOT

*NEW* 25 Shot - Old school tourbillions, and ancient pyro 

effect, join new time flying fish to ruby and blue dahlias with 

strobes and timerain! 4/1 $119.85 $91.65 $77.55

SW-5031

SHOCK & AWE

*NEW* 9 Shot - The 9 Shots and 18 LOUD & HUGE 2-inch 

breaks of this powerful cake, will leave you the envy of the 

neighborhood! 2/1 $87.55 $66.95 $56.65

OX5320

SHOCK TREATMENT

*NEW* 9 Shot - Featuring breaks ending in white strobes or 

red and white strobes. A great addition to any show! 6/1 $83.33 $63.73 $53.92

LBM-193

SHOW OF FORCE

15 Shot - A thunderous display of very large full powerful breaks 

which alternate between angled "V" patterns and straight up 

single shot shells. The 15 multi-color long hanging palm, brocade, 

and willow bombards work together as a team to exhibit the 

potency of this aerial force. 4/1 $95.20 $72.80 $61.60

DM5291

SILKY SWEET                                                            

25 Shots - of silky red, green, yellow, blue, and variegated 

peonies. Along with a new beautiful red silky lace effect ending. 

This cake is a must have new item! 4/1 $117.30 $89.70 $75.90

LBMJ28

SIZZLER                                                           

*NEW* 16 Shots - The heat is on with 16 sizzling shots of 

intense cascading crackling palms with brilliant multicolored 

tips! This one is hot! 4/1 $69.70 $53.30 $45.10

P5491

SKY FALL                                                                   

25 Shot- Red, green, yellow and blue falling leaves dangle down 

from super white strobing sky! 4/1 $120.70 $92.30 $78.10

DM558

SKY HIGH

112 Shot - This cake is huge! One of the tallest cakes available, 

the performance is sure to match the size. It begins with a fast 

zipper fan of crackling color stars then a fan of huge gold glitter 

shells. This sequence repeats itself and we see more color, 

whistling serpents, and a finale of loud crackle shells. 1/1 $102.00 $78.00 $66.00

BBOOM-

SNOWB

SNOW BLIND

16 Shot - Red tail rising up to red, green and blue dahlia and 

white strobe with a 3 shot finale. 4/1 $92.65 $70.85 $59.95

DM5246

SOUTHERN SALUTE

33 Shot - A great performer worthy of a salute to the south! Fan 

shaped bursts and colorful go-getters make this a fantastic item. 4/1 $90.10 $68.90 $58.30



500G AERIALS
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PH5448

SPEED LIMIT 420                                                           

*NEW* 43 Fanned Shot - Unique long cake shape. With color 

tipped crackling comets and colorful breaks. 6/1 $82.47 $63.06 $53.36

LBM-221

SPLIT SHOT                                                             

*NEW* 25 Shot- Watch out for falling stars with this beautiful 

25 shot display of fanned double waterfalls that split and 

slowly cascade from the sky! Absolutely breathtaking! 4/1 $114.75 $87.75 $74.25

BS8003

SPOT LIGHT                                                              

9 Shot- A dazzling double-level strobe cake, with white/green/red 

strobe mines rise to giant breaks of brilliant white/ green/ red 

strobes! 4/1 $73.95 $56.55 $47.85

DM5412

STAR SPANGLED MAMMOTH                                                        

*NEW* 10 Shot - This 500 gram item fills the sky with bright 

red, white, and blue peonies. All 10 shots are classic and 

patriotic. 4/1 $113.05 $86.45 $73.15

LBM-202

STARDUST 70 SHOTS

70 Shot - Look up to the night skies for an awe inspiring display of 

70 rapid fire fanned pixie dust waterfalls drifting among the stars. 

It’s one of the most beautiful sights in the universe! 2/1 $71.40 $54.60 $46.20

JL1644

STORM                                                                      

9Shot- Brocade king with red/blue dahlia, color coconut with white 

strobe, flower crown with blue and red strobe, silver chrys and 

peach red mine to crackling willow with peach red dahlia. 6/1 $88.43 $67.63 $57.22

BS8014

SUBLIME                                                                   

30 Shot- Wonderful V-shaped blue, red and lemon twin tails 

within between big bursts of blue&red, lemon&orange, 

purple&blue dahlias with long lasting strobes. Grand finale of 

brocade crowns with color dahlias! 4/1 $89.25 $68.25 $57.75

P5461

SUNSHINE STATE                                                       

20 Shot- Are you in the mood for something orangetastic? Try 

white strobe mine to orange dahlias with white strobes, time rain 

mine to orange palm trees with crackling, finale of orange dahlias 

to big time rain chrysanthemum. 4/1 $105.40 $80.60 $68.20

BS8022

THE A TEAM

*NEW* Includes 4 different cakes in one case. The cakes 

featured are Breaking Bad, Hardcore Rock, Rounders, and 

Prime Rain. 1/4 $73.95 $56.55 $47.85

DM204C5

THE DETONATOR 

12 Shot - Mega break technology, 2" silver tail aerial shells with 

huge break of color. 4/1 $126.65 $96.85 $81.95

P5441A

THE HEAT IS ON 20 SHOT

*NEW* 20 Shot - Tasty double-layer red cake with rich, blood-

colored mine and dahlias! 4/1 $98.60 $75.40 $63.80
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LBM-213

THRILLER

*NEW* 200 Shot - Get ready for a thrill with 200 shots of rapid 

fanned red, green, blue, and lemon comets with white strobe 

and crackle mines, intense red and green crackling comets 

with blue mines, and a finale of huge fanned rows of gold 

brocades with blue and white strobe followed by green and 

red waves and powerful crackle! This one is an absolute 

thriller! 1/1 $64.60 $49.40 $41.80

DM198C5

TOUCH OF GOLD 

119 Shot - This long lasting cake features fans of comets with 

very long gold glittering tails that sweep back and forth across the 

sky. Then a fanned volley of large hard breaking gold strobing 

palms. This sequence repeats itself three times ending in a huge 

volley of hard breaking gold strobing palms. 1/1 $81.60 $62.40 $52.80

IP5507

TRAMP STAMP

*NEW* 10 Shot - Includes 10 huge shots that fill the sky.  Big 

breaks, plenty of power! 4/1 $96.05 $73.45 $62.15

OX5043

T-REX

9 shots & 18 total breaks - This item features double breaking 

shells!  A unique new effect with great performance creates twice 

the impact in the sky.  You will see brocade, strobe, crackle and 

color peony bursts! 4/1 $99.45 $76.05 $64.35

DM510

TWILIGHT TWISTER

*NEW* 19 Shot - Tourbillion with strobe pistils and 

scrambling comets! A cake ready for professional displays. 2/1 $71.40 $54.60 $46.20

DM575

UNDER FIRE

*NEW* 16 shots - A great value, big bursts and lots of variety. 6/1 $90.12 $68.91 $58.31

DM500B

VARIETY PACK VALUE CAKES #2                                    

All our favorite cakes in an assorted case! 1/4 $64.60 $49.40 $41.80

OX5042

VELOCIRAPTOR

22 shots - A long lasting item with a variety of effects.  Features 3 

point fan shots, swimming jellyfish, and a hard hitting finale. 4/1 $79.90 $61.10 $51.70

MM5341

WAR HORSE

*NEW* 9 Shot - Large breaks and lots of variety. 6/1 $68.85 $52.65 $44.55

OX506

WATERMELON MOONSHINE

7 Shot - This item features huge breaks of Watermelon Red and 

glittering silver.   It's sure to be an intoxicating mix! 4/1 $67.15 $51.35 $43.45

DM5312

WILDCAT 9 SHOT

*NEW* 9 Shot - If your looking for some big shots up in the 

air this 500 gram cake is a winner! Watch the sky for 9 

enormous shots of brocade and delayed crackle shells. 

Perfect for the dry spot in the middle of a show. 6/1 $81.60 $62.40 $52.80

5PB0001

WILLOW EXPLOSION

*NEW* 12 Shot - Willow effect Explosions featuring the 

Nishiki effect. 4/1 $108.80 $83.20 $70.40



500G AERIALS
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BS8018

WOLF WARRIOR

*NEW* 18 Shot - Strobing mines to gold palms with purple 

pearls, to gold willows with green pearls, alternationg with 3-

stage whistling tails. Brocade crown to chrysanthemum 

grand finale! 4/1 $90.10 $68.90 $58.30

3" 500G AERIALS

DM5019

#500 TUBE CAKE - ASSORTED CASE

9 Shot - Featuring huge symmetrical bursts of color changing 

brocade, strobe and strobe willow! 2/1 $151.30 $115.70 $97.90

DM592

3" GIANT WILLOW WITH COLOR TIPS

9 Shot - This super finale has huge breaking willows fading to 

color. 2/1 $116.45 $89.05 $75.35

DM5078

DA VINCI

*NEW* 9 Shot - Massive shots that paint the sky as good as 

Da Vinci painted. Full of Colors and Effects! 2/1 $109.65 $83.85 $70.95

LBM-208

JELLYFISH JAMBOREE

9 Shot - Take a swim with gigantic jellyfish featuring nine 

breathtaking shots of huge, colorful half peony breaks with 

cascading jellyfish tails. Just like the real thing, these are 

mesmerizing! 2/1 $112.20 $85.80 $72.60

DM593

MEGABOMB

9 Shot - Low cost but great performance. This cake beats the 

cost barrier to give you performance at a great price! Huge 

breaks! 2/1 $116.45 $89.05 $75.35

P5494

MOTHER OF ALL BOMBS 9 SHOT

*NEW* 9 Shot - Unbelievably long-hanging Nishiki Kamuro! 2/1 $143.65 $109.85 $92.95

 P5409 

PERFECT ROUND 9'S

9 Shot - Every shot a perfect brocade ring with a perfect red inner 

ring! 2/1 $119.85 $91.65 $77.55

P5374

PYRO CANDY                                                            

9 Shot- Once again the 3 inches brocade crown king returns! 

Traditional, powerful, long duration fallings and huge breaks! 

must be your finale for your set-off. No more words about it! 2/1 $119.85 $91.65 $77.55

JY0608

SNEAK ATTACK

9 Shot - This 9 on a board super awesome ring horsetail effects. 2/1 $116.45 $89.05 $75.35

HS7335

STREETS OF GOLD

9 Shot - Majestic long hanging gold titanium willows. 2/1 $141.10 $107.90 $91.30

ASSORTMENTS

DM426

AMERICA'S ASSORTMENT

A mid-sized assortment that has it all! 2/1 $107.10 $81.90 $69.30

DM454A

BAD BOY

An all aerial assortment with multishot repeaters, and powerful 

single shots.   If your looking for power, Bad Boy is the 

assortment for you. 4/1 $151.30 $115.70 $97.90



ASSORTMENTS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

OX458A

BRUTE FORCE                                                                 

The ultimate professional all aerial assortment ! High shot count 

cakes, large bore aerial repeaters and loud single shot effects ! 

Over 246 total (sky filling) shots ! 1/1 $96.05 $73.45 $62.15

DM439L-8

BUCKET OF FIREWORKS

Safe and sane assortment 8/1 $135.18 $103.38 $87.47

OX439S-16

BUCKET OF FIREWORKS - SMALL

Safe and sane assortment 16/1 $135.18 $103.38 $87.47

OX456A

DISTURBANCE                                                             

Professional level all aerial 16pc assortment. Features fan cakes, 

large bore aerial repeaters, loud single shots with over 89 total 

shots! 2/1 $124.95 $95.55 $80.85

DM640

ERUPTION

This assortment is sure to overpower the senses and cause a 

visual overload much like it's natural disaster namesake! 6/1 $132.60 $101.40 $85.80

DM434

FIRE THUNDER

A serious assortment of premium shells and cakes, high 

performance! 1/1 $126.65 $96.85 $81.95

DM488

GENDER REVEAL - DAYTIME ASSORTMENT                                      

Each case comes with 6 Boy assortments and 6 Girl assortments. 

Each assortment contains 4 pieces of long lasting smoke 

canisters and 16 pieces of colorful confetti blasters. The boy 

assortment contains Blue smoke and confetti and the Girl's 

Assortment Pin 12/1 $153.92 $117.70 $99.59

DM601

GIRL'S HEART BACKPACK                                               

Shaped as a Heart this high quality plastic backpack can be 

reused. 12/1 $116.48 $89.08 $75.37

DM440

KIDS BACKPACK

With over 15 unique and high quality pyrotechnic items your kids 

will be able to keep up with any pros at the party! The backpack is 

also reusable with zipper and adjustable straps. 12/1 $118.22 $90.40 $76.49

DM604

KIDS FUN PACK

Safe and sane assortment that is great for the kids! 24/1 $112.20 $85.80 $72.60

OX408

MAD OX ASSORTMENT BAG                                          

Great assortment of product in strong see through poly pack 

makes a great seller! 6/1 $96.08 $73.48 $62.17

DM414

MAX VALUE TRAY ASSORTMENT

Contains over 26 different items including firecrackers, aerials, 

fountains, roman candles and rockets! 12/1 $157.28 $120.28 $101.77

DM478

PAR-TEE BAG

Small fountains and snaps. 48/1 $73.44 $56.16 $47.52

DM456A

PRO PACK

Pro-level all aerial assortment!   Features fan cakes, large bore 

repeaters, loud single shots, and over 89 total shots! 2/1 $120.70 $92.30 $78.10

OX462S-16

PYRO SUPPLY 

A never ending supply of fireworks, including fountains, and 200g 

cakes. Smaller pack of the Pyro Supply. 16/1 $106.35 $81.33 $68.82

DM462L-6

PYRO SUPPLY

A never ending supply of fireworks, including fountains, and 200g 

cakes. 6/1 $165.75 $126.75 $107.25



ASSORTMENTS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

DM451A

RAIDER ASSORTMENT

Contains both cakes and fountains. 12/1 $137.70 $105.30 $89.10

DM467

ROMAN CANDLE POLY PACK

A great assortment of our 24 best candles! 12/24 $115.67 $88.45 $74.84

DM458A

SUPER PRO PACK

The ultimate Pro all aerial assortment!   High shot count cakes, 

large bore repeaters, and loud single shots.  Over 246 total shots! 1/1 $90.95 $69.55 $58.85

DM430

SUPREME DOMINANCE

A mega-sized assortment with artillery, large aerials and large 

fountains. A one stop show! 1/1 $133.45 $102.05 $86.35

DM460

THE CAPTAIN'S CHOICE - ROCKET ASSORTMENT

This huge rocket assortment has all the rockets you will need for 

a night of fun. Lots of variety! 5/1 $129.20 $98.80 $83.60

DM610

TORNADO                                                                             

Small fountains assortment. 18/1 $144.59 $110.57 $93.56

DM428

TOTAL DOMINANCE

A large-sized assortment with artillery aerials, fountains, 

sparklers, roman candles and more! 2/1 $111.35 $85.15 $72.05

DM620

TSUNAMI                                                                             

Medium fountain assortment. 12/1 $136.07 $104.05 $88.04
 

CLASSIC MULTI-SHOT AERIALS

DM-T2516-S

100'S MAGICAL BARRAGE

100 Shot - Fast color pearls 40/1 $63.92 $48.88 $41.36

DM-K7702B

16 SHOT HAPPY

16 Shot -  Color shells bursting high in the air. 48/1 $66.50 $50.86 $43.03

OX-K7702A

36 SHOT HAPPY                                                                       

36 Shot- Colored pearls, must have item. Low cost! 24/1 $69.77 $53.35 $45.14

DM-T2507

48 SHOT COLOR PEARL FLOWER

48 Shot - Balls of color 20/4 $62.90 $48.10 $40.70

DM-T2521

96 SHOT COLOR PEARL FLOWER

96 Shot - Balls of color 10/4 $64.60 $49.40 $41.80

DM-0128A

BLUE STARS W/ REPORTS

7 Shot - Breaks of blue with reports. 18/1 $66.40 $50.78 $42.97

DM-L930

DESERT AT NIGHT

7 Shot - A long time favorite, starts with a fountain and then ends 

with several aerial bursts.  40/1 $76.50 $58.50 $49.50

DM-L901

GARDEN IN SPRING

7 Shot - Bigger and heavier than the generic version!  Starts with 

a fountain and then ends with several aerial bursts. 40/1 $76.50 $58.50 $49.50

DM-T2512

KALEIDOSCOPE                                              

Colorful fountain to crackle and color bomb shells. 50/1 $74.80 $57.20 $48.40

DM-T2508

NEWS TRANSMITTER                        

16 Shots - A long time favorite. Our bright glossy label brings new 

shelf appeal. 80/1 $88.40 $67.60 $57.20

DM-L912

THUNDER STORM                                                             

16 shots - A long time favorite! 36/1 $97.00 $74.18 $62.77



CLASSIC MULTI-SHOT AERIALS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

DM-0530L

TWITTER GLITTER, JUMBO

94 shots Jumbo Size!  Starts with a colorful fountain and then 

ejects colored stars and reports with whistle. 18/1 $71.45 $54.64 $46.23

DM-0530B

TWITTER GLITTER, XL

25 Shots - Starts with a colorful fountain and then ejects colored 

stars and reports with whistle. 18/4 $75.74 $57.92 $49.01

FIRECRACKERS

DM-0342L

BIG TOM FIRECRACKERS

*NEW* Similar size to a lady finger.  Something different for 

your shelves! 320/10/30 $217.60 $166.40 $140.80

OX1232

BLACK LABEL 1" FIRECRACKERS

The classic Waterproof fuse firecracker in a package that opens 

from the top to keep all your firecrackers in the box! 100/100 $66.30 $50.70 $42.90

OX1239

BLACK LABEL M 150 SALUTE

A unique plastic tube design to display the classic M-tube style 

crackers. 24/60 $82.62 $63.18 $53.46

DM1245

CANNON BALL CRACKERS

*NEW* A roll of 1,000 crackers inside a 8 inch cannon ball!  

Complete with thick cotton fuse! 8/1 $67.18 $51.38 $43.47

DM-T737

DOMINATOR 16,000 ROLL

1 String of 16,000 Firecrackers. 1/16000 $60.35 $46.15 $39.05

DM-T733A

DOMINATOR FIRECRACKERS 1,000'S 

16 Strings Of 1000 Firecrackers 16/1000 $63.78 $48.78 $41.27

DM-T724A

DOMINATOR FIRECRACKERS 100'S

20 Pack Of 100 Firecrackers 8/20/100 $65.48 $50.08 $42.37

DM-T715

DOMINATOR FIRECRACKERS 16'S

80 Pack Of 16 Cracker Strings 12/80/16 $74.87 $57.25 $48.44

DM-T716

DOMINATOR FIRECRACKERS 16'S (HALF BRICK)

40 Pack Of 16 Firecrackers On String 24/40/16 $74.87 $57.25 $48.44

DM-T734H

DOMINATOR FIRECRACKERS 2,000 ROLL W/ HEADBOMB

Now the 2,000 roll comes with a headbomb at the end too! 8/2000 $87.58 $66.98 $56.67

DM-T735

DOMINATOR FIRECRACKERS 4,000 ROLL CRACKERS

4 Strings Of 4000 Firecrackers 4/4000 $60.35 $46.15 $39.05

DM-T723

DOMINATOR FIRECRACKERS 50'S

40 Pack Of String Of 50 Firecrackers 8/40/50 $66.30 $50.70 $42.90

DM-T740

JITTER BUGS – 400S

Firecrackers With Jumping Jacks Mixed In.  Take Firecrackers 

To A Whole New Level With Added Color And Action!!  4/10/400 $102.00 $78.00 $66.00

DM1230

M-150 SALUTE  FIRECRACKERS

Loudest Legal Salute On The Market! 120/12 $71.40 $54.60 $46.20

DM1231

M-150 SALUTE  FIRECRACKERS

Loudest Legal Salute On The Market! 40/36 $74.80 $57.20 $48.40



FLYERS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

BS7304

AIR FORCE FLEET

*NEW* Three different planes, the spy plane spins and rises 

up with light to reports. The bomber plane spins and rises up 

with light to spit crackle. The third plane spins and rises up 

with light to spit a parachute. 50/6 $95.20 $72.80 $61.60

DM1104

BIG BEES

This great helicopter item spins up to 50 ft with a bright silver tail 

and then ends with a colorful burst! 24/6 $98.74 $75.50 $63.89

DM1006

DARTS

Fantastic! These small items are sure to surprise. They start as a 

spinner then dart off skyward with a zipping noise. 4/40/6 $73.95 $56.55 $47.85

BW1116

FLYING GEM                                                                 

Each Gem screams as it spins on the ground and flashes. It then 

flies high into the air with a bust of color and noise. 72/2 $117.50 $89.86 $76.03

DM1116

FLYING GEM                                                                 

Each Gem screams as it spins on the ground and flashes. It then 

flies high into the air with a bust of color and noise. 72/2 $117.50 $89.86 $76.03

DM1106

FLYING UFO

This 3 inch disk spins rapidly, flies skyward and ends in a loud 

crackling report. 36/4 $96.08 $73.48 $62.17

DM1114

LADYBUG

Each ladybug screams as it spins on the ground. It then flies over 

30 feet high. 60/3 $143.82 $109.98 $93.06

BW1103

PEACEMAKER

Fly's high into the sky with loud boom! 48/6 $124.44 $95.16 $80.52

BW1108

SILVER JET

The classic large silver jet.   Always a great performer as it spins 

skyward with a huge tail of silver sparks. 24/6 $68.14 $52.10 $44.09

DM-0906

STAR BALL CONTRIBUTION                                        

Classic ground item that fountains, spins, and flies!!! 48/6 $91.80 $70.20 $59.40

DM-0906B

STAR BALL CONTRIBUTION - MED                                        

Classic ground item that fountains, spins, and flies!!! 36/6 $99.45 $76.05 $64.35

FOUNTAINS

DM733

3 PIECE VALUE PACK                                                  

Great Value for the money as this pack contains three 3 x 9 inch 

fountains in an attractive cello wrap package. 12/3 $70.58 $53.98 $45.67

DM761

6" LITTLE BOSS CONE                                                

You'll be the boss with this powerful little fountain. Red, green, & 

white stars with silver  spray.. 24/6. $87.72 $67.08 $56.76

DM762

8" 4TH OF JULY CONE

35 second cone color silver crackle. 48/2 $138.72 $106.08 $89.76

BW-HN90

9" FLORAL FOUNTAIN ASSORTMENT

Four great fountains each with its own great effects.   Lots of 

color and glitter. 18/4 $69.77 $53.35 $45.14

PD-3711

AMAZING

A truly amazing fountain. White chrysanthemum w/red pearls; 

spider net w/blue pearl; silver crackling chrysanthemum and white 

chrysanthemum with green pearls; green plum and red plum, all 

with an ear piercing crackle that will blow you away. 4/1 $117.30 $89.70 $75.90



FOUNTAINS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

DM-HN89

ASSORTED FOUNTAIN 7"

Violet and butterflies, silver chrysanthemum, golden flower and 

spring peach. 18/4 $52.79 $40.37 $34.16

DM742

BOLT OF BLUE

Long lasting and color, no noise.   Features blue and silver 

effects. 72/1 $75.28 $57.56 $48.71

DM778

BUMBLING BEES 

Colorful bees are a classic effect that everyone likes, no noise so 

great for young kids. 12/1 $92.72 $70.90 $59.99

DM-K1149

CLIMBING PANDA 

Panda spins and sprays colored sparks as he climbs his pole. 24/6 $96.08 $73.48 $62.17

DM725

CRAZY CRACKLERS

Small size but a super big performance.  These are super long 

lasting and have a loud crackling and banging effect, and plenty 

of sparks.  They are a great value! 36/6 $99.45 $76.05 $64.35

BW-0852

CUCKOO FOUNTAIN

Classic cuckoo fountain with color and whistles. 24/6 $78.34 $59.90 $50.69

DM-0852

CUCKOO FOUNTAIN

Classic cuckoo fountain with color and whistles. 24/6 $78.34 $59.90 $50.69

OX797

CUP OF JOE                                                                        

Liven up the party with an Ox brand cup of Joe! 12/1 $65.48 $50.08 $42.37

DM-0902

DANCING BUTTERFLY

Stars as a fountain, ends with a surprise burst of ground spinners. 36/6 $73.13 $55.93 $47.32

DM734B

DANTE'S PEAK

A long lasting fountain featuring silver and color sparks and 

whistles. 36/1 $71.60 $54.76 $46.33

DM738A

DELICIOUS DELIGHT FOUNTAIN

Lasting over 1 minute, this fountain has it all with color, whistles, 

crackle, and silver spray. 36/1 $71.60 $54.76 $46.33

DM727

FIRE SABRE HAND HELD SWORD FOUNTAIN

This item is not for fools!  It is a giant hand held fountain that 

spews colors, sparks in a long lasting display.   60/1 $97.92 $74.88 $63.36

P3206

FIREWHEEL FTN. 

*NEW* A full fire wall from ground to heaven! Beautiful mine 

to mid-air aerial breaks to 3" gigantic breaks high up in the 

air, breathtaking 3" brocade crown finale! 12/1 $117.30 $89.70 $75.90

SF898

FLAMING ORBIT

Get ready for a surprise as a spray of silver chrysanthemums and 

an intense burst of crackle make way for massive silver thrusters 

with red and blue torches that spin this entire fountain and send 

sparks flying everywhere! Don’t miss the incredible and unique 

spinning action! Be sure to light this one on a flat surface and 

back away to watch it spin!
12/1 $113.12 $86.50 $73.19

OX795

FRUIT WEDGES

Multi colored fountain pack that looks like fruit wedges! 36/1 $65.48 $50.08 $42.37

DM-0651-3

HAPPINESS FOUNTAIN                                        

Variegated color, whistle and reports 144/3 $117.50 $89.86 $76.03

BW-0651

HAPPINESS FOUNTAIN                                        

Variegated color, whistle and reports 72/6 $101.59 $77.69 $65.74



FOUNTAINS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

OX798

HAUNTED HOUSE

Looks like a haunted house.  Crackle with red and green effects. 6/1 $61.20 $46.80 $39.60

DM210F5

HOT LIPS FOUNTAIN

This large fountain is sure to please!  Great colors are featured 

such as purple, red, green, gold and silver.  Loud crackle adds a 

sound effect to the great color display. 4/1 $103.70 $79.30 $67.10

DM736A

HOWLING WOLF

A long lasting fountain featuring a variety of colors as well as 

whistles. 36/1 $71.60 $54.76 $46.33

DM734A

HURRICANE ALLEY

A long lasting fountain featuring silver and color sparks and 

whistles. 36/1 $71.60 $54.76 $46.33

DM736B

JUNGLE KING

A long lasting fountain featuring a variety of colors as well as 

whistles. 36/1 $71.60 $54.76 $46.33

DM704

KICK @$$ FOUNTAIN

You just gotta see it, the name says it all!  Fountain with several 

huge surprise shots. 36/1 $109.85 $84.01 $71.08

DM-W499A

KILLER BEE

One of the most easily recognized fountains and always popular. 24/4 $75.68 $57.88 $48.97

P3090

KOI POND

Starting with silver fountain from fish mouth, then color fishes, silk 

chrysanthemum, laser and ti-explosion finale with lots of colors! 12/1 $78.23 $59.83 $50.62

OX799

LAVA LAMP

Color lava glob effect. 60/1 $109.65 $83.85 $70.95

P3089

LITTLE MONSTERS                                                     

Little but very powerful cones, performance up to 12 feet! 

Crackling with purple red pearls; silver Ti-explosion with red 

lemon pearls; silk explosion with blue purple pearls; gold silk 

chrys with green pearls. 24/2/2 $104.65 $80.03 $67.72

P4020

MINI BLASTER

*NEW* Red, green, blue pearls and giant timerain flower. 20/1 $95.20 $72.80 $61.60

DM726

MOLTEN MADNESS

This unique fountain features molten globs of flying color. This is 

sure to be an attention getter! 18/1 $111.38 $85.18 $72.07

DM760

MORTAR ROUND FOUNTAIN

This unique fountain is shaped like a mortar round and full of high 

energy effects.  6/1 $100.32 $76.71 $64.91

DM216F5

NEON CRASH FOUNTAIN

This great fountain is a crash of colors and noise. You will see 

blue, purple, orange, green, and red. This fountain also whistles 

and crackles to add some loud sound effects. 8/1 $96.90 $74.10 $62.70



FOUNTAINS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

Y22-065

POPCORN FOUNTIAN

This Fountain does a perfect imitation of Popcorn in a kettle and 

this is definitely one of the best Fountains out there that you can 

buy. Featuring snow flakes and silver rain. Than color stars and 

white chrysanthemums. A great fountain to enjoy! 10/2 $141.44 $108.16 $91.52

OX796

PYRO COLA

Soda can shaped and caffeine charged fountain with plenty of 

bubbly crackle. 48/1 $89.35 $68.33 $57.82

DM759

PYRO WAND - HAND TORCH

*NEW* Popular, inexpensive hand held fountain. 36/1 $92.72 $70.90 $59.99

DM706

RADICAL RAINBOW WITH FINALE

Improved with a strobing finale.  A radical rainbow of colors!   Our 

exclusive vivid color formula in an amazing fountain.  This 

fountain is still 100% silent for the picky neighbors and toddlers, 

but has an exciting strobe finale that will not disappoint! 18/1 $105.42 $80.61 $68.21

DM738B

RAPTURE FOUNTAIN

Lasting over 1 minute, this fountain has it all with color, whistles, 

crackle, and silver spray. 36/1 $71.60 $54.76 $46.33

P3091

SECRET GARDEN

Over 2 minute duration!  This uniquely shaped fountain has White 

cherry with color fishes, laser with color pearls, four stage silver 

eruption, giant chrysanthemum finale! 8/1 $136.02 $104.01 $88.01

P3205

SILENT MODE                                                            

*NEW* Splendid silent fountian! Red, green, and purple 

tadpoles, gold hyrangea, cherry flower, melting-iron flower, 

red and green bees. 12/1 $93.53 $71.53 $60.52

DM-W461B

SILVERY WATER FOUNTAIN

A nice fountain for a great price. 60/6 $90.27 $69.03 $58.41

P3088

SNOW CONE                                                              

Various color fish, multi-stage ti-fountain, powerful spring flowers 

with blue/red/green pearls. 8/1 $81.60 $62.40 $52.80

P3097

SNOW CONE JR.                                                             

*NEW* Now in a mini version! Various color fish, multi-stage 

ti-fountain, powerful spring flowers with blue/red/green 

pearls. 18/4 $103.73 $79.33 $67.12

SF894

SPIN OFF

You've hit the jackpot with this rotating fountain! Collect your prize 

of red and green crackling bouquet, blue stars with gold needles, 

intense strobing color, and a spectacular spinning surprise full of 

whistling and crackle! 12/1 $148.82 $113.80 $96.29

DM-T1016A

WHISTLING DIXIE FOUNTAIN

Shoots sprays of silvery showers with a loud whistle. 48/6 $99.55 $76.13 $64.42



GROUND ITEMS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

DM-W704

CHICKEN LAY EGG (BLOWS UP BALLOON)

Chicken Blowing Up Balloon Novelty 72/2 $93.64 $71.60 $60.59

DM-W702

COCK CROWING AT DAWN

This crazy chicken emits showers of multi-colored sparks and 

finishes with some of the loudest whistles you have ever heard 

out of an item of this size! 24/24 $116.48 $89.08 $75.37

DM-0205A

CRACKLING BALL

Light fuse for a loud crackling, strobe effect. 16/12/6 $52.77 $40.35 $34.14

DM949

CRUSHER TRUCK

This truck moves forward with whistle and emits red and green 

color stars, then moves back. 36/1 $68.85 $52.65 $44.55

DM969

DIRTY DOG (W/ CRACKLING SNAKE)

This naughty dog is not house broken yet.  What a mess! 2/144 $154.22 $117.94 $99.79

DM1002

DOMINATOR STROBE FLASH POT

Bright colorful flashing lights with a great package. 6/40/6 $94.35 $72.15 $61.05

DM-W705

DOMINATOR TANK

The classic toy!  Our tanks are top performers and have great 

graphics. 40/12 $156.40 $119.60 $101.20

DM951

F-116 FIGHTER JET

This jet is loaded with heavy ammo of red missiles and white hot 

strobing stars. 150/1 $191.25 $146.25 $123.75

BW-W613A

FRIENDSHIP PAGODA

Spins with beautiful gold sparks and opens into a Chinese 

pagoda keepsake. 144/1 $182.38 $139.46 $118.01

DM-W440

FROG FIREWORK

It's a frog!  No warts worries here though just smoke, sparks and 

fun! 40/6 $122.40 $93.60 $79.20

DM-W601A

HAPPY LAMP                                                                       

Hang this symbol of good luck from a tree. It spins with beautiful 

gold sparks & opens into an illuminated Chinese lantern. 36/12 $273.87 $209.43 $177.21

DM-W701

HEN LAYING EGGS

Watch as this kickin' chicken lays eggs right before your eyes. 24/24 $117.30 $89.70 $75.90

DM967

LAND MINES

When this land mine goes off it throws sparks and crackle a long 

way! 40/3 $76.50 $58.50 $49.50

BS7007

MAGIC BUNNY/VENOMOUS SNAKE/HAPPY DINOSAUR

A fun new spin on the classic snake. 40/3/2 $178.50 $136.50 $115.50

BS7006

POLICE CARS/FIRE TRUCKS/BIKERS/SKATEBOARDERS

This variety is racing to win your heart! 8/4/9 $124.10 $94.90 $80.30

DM986

PRO STROBE - XL

A super intense ground strobe that lasts over 1 minute. It's 

blinding! 32/3 $146.34 $111.90 $94.69

DM945

RACE CAR

Fast and furious with colors and sparks. 72/2 $187.27 $143.21 $121.18

DM-W716A

TORTOISE

The tortoise might not win any races, but is sure to put a smile on 

spectators faces. 72/2 $141.37 $108.11 $91.48



NOVELTY & PARTY ITEMS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

DM21-40-A

40 CM  MULTI-COLOR CONFETTI  CANNON

Large twist style poppers. 16inch 48/1 $162.38 $124.18 $105.07

DM21-40-D

40 CM  WHITE PAPER CONFETTI  CANNON

Large twist style poppers. 16 inch 48/1 $159.12 $121.68 $102.96

DM21-40-C

40 CM BLUE/WHITE FOIL STREAMER MIX CANNON

Large twist style poppers. 16inch 48/1 $174.62 $133.54 $112.99

DM21-40-B

40 CM RED/WHITE FOIL STREAMER MIX CANNON

Large twist style poppers. 16 inch 48/1 $174.62 $133.54 $112.99

DM21-60-E

60 CM RED/PINK ROSE PETAL CONFETTI

Large twist style poppers. 24 inch 48/1 $212.57 $162.55 $137.54

DM21-80-D

80 CM  WHITE PAPER RECTANGLE CONFETTI

Large twist style poppers. 32 inch 48/1 $238.27 $182.21 $154.18

DM21-80-A

80 CM MULTI-COLOR RECTANGLE PAPER

Large twist style poppers. 32 inch 48/1 $234.60 $179.40 $151.80

DM931

ASSORTED COLOR SNAKES

A perfect assortment of two boxes each of color snakes, glow 

worms and black snakes with bright, bold graphics on the boxes 

and bag header. Each box contains 6 snakes. 2/60/6/6 $95.88 $73.32 $62.04

DM-0210

BOOBY TRAPS

Pull string for a loud bang. 10/144/12 $170.00 $130.00 $110.00

DM819

CAMPFIRE BLUE

Tired of a normal campfire and want to spice it up! This item 

contains 10 packs that will spice it up. Just toss a package into 

the campfire and watch the flames turn to beautiful greens and 

blues! Unique way to spice up life. 12/10 $72.32 $55.30 $46.79

DM935

COBRA'S DEN 

Bright fire awakens the sleeping cobras. Light the fuse and 

flames burst forth then cobras start crawling out of their den! Look 

out for this 12 pack today! 12/12 $84.15 $64.35 $54.45

GEN-

40CMPOP

CONFETTI POPPERS AIR POWERED

Confetti poppers are amazing for any party. Measuring at over a 

foot long, this popper will be noticed. Good for birthdays, holidays, 

or just get togethers! 100/1 $239.70 $183.30 $155.10

MISC-

HABLA

HAND BLASTERS

Classic hand blasters for any party! 24/12/2 $141.17 $107.95 $91.34

DM970

LUMINARIA                                                               

This item is a sure seller, this classy bag is the right item for any 

occasion, just add a candle and watch this lovely bag glow. 75/10 $175.95 $134.55 $113.85

DM938

MAGNUM POPS

A fun item that looks like a small gun and shoots like a party 

popper. 20/6/6 $132.60 $101.40 $85.80

962-50

MUSICAL BIRTHDAY CAKE FOUNTAIN                                   

Wow all the guests at your party when you light this amazing 

birthday candle that is its own mini light show. 50/1 $84.15 $64.35 $54.45

OX-T8500S

OX DROPS (SNAPS)

*NEW* Traditional Mad Ox snaps! 6/50 $51.00 $39.00 $33.00



NOVELTY & PARTY ITEMS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

DM947

PARTY POPPERS GUN - 6 SHOTS

Shoots reloadable confetti cartridges 96/1 $190.94 $146.02 $123.55

DM947R

PARTY POPPER GUN - REFILLS

Reloadable confetti cartridges 60/6 $124.95 $95.55 $80.85

DM936

PARTY POPS

Pull string to shoot confetti. 20/72 $86.70 $66.30 $56.10

SG-PARTYS

PARTY STREAMER

Small twist style poppers. 80/2 $138.04 $105.56 $89.32

DM971

RIVER LAMP                                                              

All you have to do with this beautiful item is light the candle, put in 

a river, and watch it float away. A definite crowd pleaser. 100/1 $75.65 $57.85 $48.95

DM1110-HT

SKY LANTERNS -HEART

Red Heart shaped Sky Lanterns.  Great for weddings! 50/1 $82.45 $63.05 $53.35

DM1110L

SKY LANTERNS - JUMBO 

This sky lantern is almost 4 foot tall by 2 and a half foot wide.  

Biggest lantern we carry. 50/1 $137.70 $105.30 $89.10

DM1110S

SKY LANTERN - MINI 

This sky lantern is the same size of a regular sky lanterns, but is 

made to fold into a package that takes up a quarter of the shelf 

space. 50/1 $99.45 $76.05 $64.35

DM1110

SKY LANTERNS - MIXED COLORS

High flying novelty item, 3 foot lantern flies for miles. Multiple color 

options. 50/1 $82.45 $63.05 $53.35

DM1110-PK

SKY LANTERNS -PUMPKIN

A Sky Lantern that looks like a Jack-O-Lantern. 50/1 $79.90 $61.10 $51.70

DM1110-R

SKY LANTERNS - RED

Our Sky Lanterns feature flame retardant paper and are made 

with 100% Bio-degradable materials. 50/1 $80.75 $61.75 $52.25

DM1110-SP

SKY LANTERNS - SPARKLE STAR

The flame sparkles on this unique sky lantern. 50/1 $118.15 $90.35 $76.45

DM1110-US

SKY LANTERNS - USA FLAG

High flying novelty item, 3 foot lantern flies for miles. USA Flag 

design 50/1 $99.45 $76.05 $64.35

DM1110-W

SKY LANTERNS - WHITE

Our Sky Lanterns feature flame retardant paper and are made 

with 100% Bio-degradable materials. 50/1 $80.75 $61.75 $52.25

DM21S-40-B

SMOKE CANNON 40CM BLUE

Color powder blaster! 16 inch 60/1 $137.70 $105.30 $89.10

DM21S-40-G

SMOKE CANNON 40CM GREEN

Color powder blaster! 16 inch 60/1 $137.70 $105.30 $89.10

DM21S-40-O

SMOKE CANNON 40CM ORANGE

Color powder blaster! 16 inch 60/1 $137.70 $105.30 $89.10

DM21S-40-P

SMOKE CANNON 40CM PINK

Color powder blaster! 16 inch 60/1 $142.29 $108.81 $92.07

DM21S-40-

PR

SMOKE CANNON 40CM PURPLE

Color powder blaster! 16 inch 60/1 $137.70 $105.30 $89.10



NOVELTY & PARTY ITEMS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

DM21S-40-R

SMOKE CANNON 40CM RED

Color powder blaster! 16 inch 60/1 $137.70 $105.30 $89.10

DM21S-40-W

SMOKE CANNON 40CM WHITE

Color powder blaster! 16 inch 60/1 $137.70 $105.30 $89.10

DM21S-40-Y

SMOKE CANNON 40CM YELLOW

Color powder blaster! 16 inch 60/1 $137.70 $105.30 $89.10

DM21S-60-B

SMOKE CANNON 60CM BLUE

Color powder blaster! 24 inch 36/1 $156.67 $119.81 $101.38

DM21S-60-G

SMOKE CANNON 60CM GREEN

Color powder blaster! 24 inch 36/1 $156.67 $119.81 $101.38

DM21S-60-O

SMOKE CANNON 60CM ORANGE

Color powder blaster! 24 inch 36/1 $156.67 $119.81 $101.38

DM21S-60-P

SMOKE CANNON 60CM PINK

Color powder blaster! 24 inch 36/1 $156.67 $119.81 $101.38

DM21S-60-PR

SMOKE CANNON 60CM PURPLE

Color powder blaster! 24 inch 36/1 $156.67 $119.81 $101.38

DM21S-60-R

SMOKE CANNON 60CM RED

Color powder blaster! 24 inch 36/1 $156.67 $119.81 $101.38

DM21S-60-W

SMOKE CANNON 60CM WHITE

Color powder blaster! 24 inch 36/1 $156.67 $119.81 $101.38

DM21S-60-Y

SMOKE CANNON 60CM YELLOW

Color powder blaster! 24 inch 36/1 $156.67 $119.81 $101.38

DM934

SNAKES - BLACK

The classic snakes with great performance and a high gloss 

package. 15/48/6 $66.30 $50.70 $42.90

DM932

SNAKES - COLOR

Classic colored snakes with great performance and a high gloss 

package. 15/48/6 $67.19 $51.38 $43.48

DM464

SNAP POPS - POLY BAG

Throw on the ground for popping noise. Now able to purchase in 

a poly bag! 60/6 $55.59 $42.51 $35.97

DM940

WEDDING CONFETTI POPPERS

These items are great wedding favors.  Packed in elegant white 

with silver lettering. 20/72 $147.05 $112.45 $95.15

PARACHUTES

DM1307N

101ST AIRBORNE - LARGE PARATROOPER      

*NEW* Army men on parachutes! 12/2 $121.58 $92.98 $78.67

OX1311

19 SHOT COLOR & PARACHUTE CAKE    

*NEW* 19 Shot - Color and parachute cake! 8/1 $106.28 $81.28 $68.77

BW-T5508

3 DAY PARACHUTE WITH SMOKE         

Kids will love this one with more parachutes to catch! 18/4 $91.80 $70.20 $59.40

DM-T5507-3

DOUBLE PARACHUTES W/ SMOKE, DAY

Parachutes and crackle. 4/24/3 $139.54 $106.70 $90.29

OX-T5516

EXTRA JUMBO THREE DAY PARACHUTE

*NEW* Single shot extra jumbo three day parachutes! 18/6 $125.00 $95.59 $80.88

OX1302

MAMMOTH DAY PARACHUTE

Giant 40" Parachute. 20/4 $104.55 $79.95 $67.65



PARACHUTES

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

DM1302-2

MAMMOTH DAY PARACHUTE

Giant 40" Parachute. 40/2 $113.22 $86.58 $73.26

DM-0160

PARACHUTE BATTALION

Each shot releases many mini parachutes of different colors. 

Great day time item! 12/1 $94.35 $72.15 $61.05

OX-0160

PARACHUTE BATTALION

Each shot releases many mini parachutes of different colors. 

Great day time item! 12/1 $90.98 $69.58 $58.87

DM-T0513

PARACHUTE ROCKET                                                 

Sky rocket that shoots a real parachute that floats downward. 

Perfect for the kid in all of us. 96/6 $168.10 $128.54 $108.77

DM1308

PRINCESS PARACHUTES

9 Shot - Don't mess with the princess! 9 huge parachutes lift with 

a loud thump and drift down with a rich pink smoke trail. Great fun 

for the whole family. 4/1 $89.25 $68.25 $57.75

DM1306

SEAL TEAM

6 Shot - This daytime cake emits Army men on huge parachutes. 4/1 $103.70 $79.30 $67.10

DM1304

SINGLE NIGHT PARACHUTE

A long time favorite.  Our bright glossy label brings new shelf 

appeal. 24/6 $77.52 $59.28 $50.16

BW1300

VICTORY CELEBRATION

This is an old favorite with 37 night time parachutes that fill the 

sky. Our bright glossy label brings new shelf appeal. 12/1 $94.35 $72.15 $61.05

PUNK 

PUNK-50

19" JUMBO PUNK

Lighting Sticks 60/50 $57.12 $43.68 $36.96

DM-PUNK-

PRO2

PRO PUNK

Large Lighting Sticks 360/2 $61.20 $46.80 $39.60

RELOADABLE ARTILLERY

DM365

"FX" ARTILLERY - COMETS

This kit contains 3 different reloadable comet effects. Use them 

just like the Pro's in your own backyard display. 12/6 $138.62 $106.00 $89.69

DM371

"FX" ARTILLERY - MINES

6 Shot - This kit contains only FX mines, just like the pros use. 12/6 $141.98 $108.58 $91.87

DM362

1" SNUB NOSE ARTILLERY

6 Shot - This one inch mini artillery still packs a punch. 24/6 $81.60 $62.40 $52.80

DM-0008-6

1.75" BALL FESTIVAL BALLS

6 Shot - Dominator's version of the classic 1.75in artillery. Our 

bright high gloss package make these a great value. 15/6 $68.85 $52.65 $44.55

3PB0002

5 INCH NISHIKI BLAST 12/6 (ALL NISHIKI SHELLS) 

Great long shell duration and will make you look like a 

professional! 12/6 $185.33 $141.73 $119.92

HF2013C24

AMERICAN SPIRIT / MEGATON 60G                                 

Canister shells that are mind blowing! 4/24 $199.75 $152.75 $129.25

HF2013

AMERICAN SPIRIT / MEGATON 60G                                 

Canister shells that are mind blowing! 12/6 $142.80 $109.20 $92.40



RELOADABLE ARTILLERY

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

OX328

ARTILLERY SMILE FACE SHELLS

Smiley face artillery shells. 12/6 $102.92 $78.70 $66.59

DM-

W515S12

BLACK BOX ARTILLERY - COMPACT 12 SHELLS

Smaller box for lower shipping cost. 12/12 $89.25 $68.25 $57.75

BW-W515S

BLACK BOX ARTILLERY (COMPACT BOX)                 

6 Shells - this is a more compact version of our Premium Black 

Box Artillery. Same great shells in a smaller box. Why pay for 

extra shipping cost! 12/6 $51.92 $39.70 $33.59

DM-W515C-

V-12

BLACK BOX CYLINDER SHELL BAG                                        

12 Shells - Dominator's version of the classic 1.75" artillery. 12/12 $79.05 $60.45 $51.15

DM-W515C-

C

CAMO BOX CYLINDER SHELL BAG                                    

6 Shells - These cylinders pack up the camo to a new level. 12/6 $62.93 $48.13 $40.72

DM-W518A

DOMINATOR - CRACKLING ARTILLERY SHELLS

6 Shells - Bursts with loud crackle. 12/6 $68.85 $52.65 $44.55

DM-W515B

DOMINATOR BLACK BOX ARTILLERY

Dominator's version of the classic 1.75in Reloadable Artillery. Our 

bright high gloss package make these a great value. Including 6 

shots of this classic beauty! 12/6 $62.93 $48.13 $40.72

DM342

DOMINATOR MAGNUM SELECT

12 Shells - Same high performance shells as our Top Shelf line, 

but with a see through package for high visibility. 2/1 $144.50 $110.50 $93.50

DM330

ELIMINATOR

32 shells 60 effects single, double, and triple shot multiple effects. 4/1 $267.75 $204.75 $173.25

WC-1401

EXCALIBUR

The Excalibur comes with 24 of the best quality canister shells on 

the market and bundled with high-density polyethylene (HDPE) 

tubes. 6/24 $371.48 $284.08 $240.37

DM316

GRIM REAPER

12 Shot - Dominator’s biggest artillery in a great looking package. 6/12 $140.25 $107.25 $90.75

DM310D

GUARDIAN - DOUBLE BREAK

6 double break shells, each high gloss metallic cylinder shell has 

two colorful breaks. 12/6 $174.32 $133.30 $112.79

DM315-12

KINGSLAYER - 12 SHOT 60 GRAM ARTILLERY

*NEW* Kingslayer 60G canisters are the new standard in 

performance. 12 different effects in each pack! 6/12 $164.07 $125.46 $106.16

DM370

ORANGE ALERT- TRIPLE BREAK

6 shells, 18 breaks! - Alert!  Blazing looks and performance!  

Premium ball shells with mixed effect triple break shells. 12/6 $257.55 $196.95 $166.65

OX360A

OX DOUBLE BREAK                                                             

12 Shot - These double break shells have twice the power of our 

best selling Top Shelf Artillery. 6/12 $167.48 $128.08 $108.37

BW-W515B-

V

POLY PACK - ARTILLERY SHELL

Surprising performance at unbeatable pricing! 24/6 $101.18 $77.38 $65.47

DM-W515B-

V

POLY PACK - ARTILLERY SHELL

Surprising performance at unbeatable pricing! 24/6 $101.18 $77.38 $65.47



RELOADABLE ARTILLERY

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

DM-W516A-

V

POLY PACK - WHISTLING ARTILLERY SHELLS

Surprising performance at unbeatable pricing! 24/6 $101.18 $77.38 $65.47

OX317

PRO OX - MINI MAX CANISTER SHELLS

Slightly smaller then a full sized 60g canister shell but with almost 

all the power.  This is a new product that combines great 

performance at a reasonable cost.  A huge variety of unique 

effects. 6/12 $120.72 $92.31 $78.11

OX332

PUNCH OUT                                        

*NEW* 12 pack artillery or 1" shells! 40/12 $101.32 $77.48 $65.56

OX319-6

RAGING BULL 5 INCH ARTILLERY                                        

5" Super charged artillery with the power of a raging bull! 4/4/6 $209.17 $159.95 $135.34

OX319

RAGING BULL 5 INCH ARTILLERY

5" Super charged artillery with the power of a raging bull! 4/24 $211.65 $161.85 $136.95

DM372

SIXTY GRAM CAN

18 Shot - The highest performance 60G can's available!! Highest 

quality effects. All unique! 4/18 $149.60 $114.40 $96.80

DM314

SKY TITAN

24 Shot - You've seen the others…  Now see the best 60G 

artillery on the market! 4/24 $188.70 $144.30 $122.10

DM336

THE BEAST OF ARTILLERY

44 Shells, 106 Effects, The largest of the Dominator artillery kits.  

This assortment has a huge variety of effects including cylinder 

balls, double and triple break shells. 1/1 $156.40 $119.60 $101.20

DM348

TOP SHELF - 6 SHOT

6 Shot - A product that lives up to its name with true performance.  

All unique effects.   Great package. 12/6 $147.08 $112.48 $95.17

DM-W516A

WHISTLING BUSTER                                                          

6 Shot - Bursts with whistling tail. An old classic with a new bright 

glossy label! 12/6 $68.03 $52.03 $44.02

3PB0001

XL CANISTER SHELLS                                                        

*NEW* Fight for independence with these XL 5″ canister 

shells from Raccoon fireworks that are sure to let every one 

know where you stand.With these Extra large nishiki Effect 

Shells. With one pack having 24 shells and four mortar’s. 4/24 $215.90 $165.10 $139.70

ROCKETS AND MISSILES

DM1618

12" MISSILE

Giant Size!  12 inch finned missile! 18/4 $141.98 $108.58 $91.87

PD1523

16 OZ ROCKET

Watch this rocket go to new heights in the sky! Ending with a 

bang! 24/4 $131.78 $100.78 $85.27

DM1532

BIG AIR ASSORTMENT                                                           

This large rocket assortment gives you some of everything. You 

get medium and large payload rockets, large cylinder rockets and 

ring rockets. Lots of action! 10/13 $132.60 $101.40 $85.80

OX-T0508

CLUSTERING BEE

Silver flying bees. 72/6 $60.59 $46.33 $39.20



ROCKETS AND MISSILES

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

DM-0440XL

DOMINATOR MAX BOTTLE ROCKET W/ REPORT

Standard bottle rocket. 25/12/12 $87.55 $66.95 $56.65

DM-T0081A

FIRE DRAGON 2 OZ ROCKET

*NEW* For thousands of years Chinese Fire Dragon Rockets 

rained down fiery terror on its enemies, now you can see 

them in all their glory in this assortment. Featuring 12 small 

sized rockets with all different effects! 48/12 $126.07 $96.41 $81.58

DM-T0510

FLYING COLOR BUTTERFLY

Color butterfly rockets featuring color effects and spinners. 72/6 $59.98 $45.86 $38.81

DM1534

FUNNY FACE ROCKETS

This rocket actually make a smiley face in the sky! 20/5 $125.80 $96.20 $81.40

BW1508

GEMINI PROGRAM ROCKET

A great mid-sized rocket with all different effects. Featuring 6 

rockets with huge and colorful bursts. 12/6 $91.80 $70.20 $59.40

DM-T0511

GLITTERING LIGHT ROCKET

Glitter Break. 72/6 $62.42 $47.74 $40.39

DM1506

RING ROCKET

Forms a perfect ring of fire overhead with each rocket.  These 

ring rockets are always a crowd pleaser! 24/6 $165.04 $126.20 $106.79

OX1506

RING ROCKET

Forms a perfect ring of fire overhead with each rocket.  These 

ring rockets are always a crowd pleaser! 24/6 $165.04 $126.20 $106.79

DM1512

SATURN V HEAVY LIFTER

This cylinder stick rocket is 100% performance. Great height and 

large colorful payloads are its strong points. Including 8 in a 

package. One of the most powerful rockets on the market! 24/8 $135.25 $103.43 $87.52

DM1538

SCREAMING WHISTLE TO CRACKLE

Does what its name says. 72/12 $158.51 $121.21 $102.56

OX-0440TI

SILVER TAIL ROCKET

Not your average bottle rocket! This rocket is larger and adds a 

bright sparking tail. Sure to become a new favorite. It packs a 

punch at the end! Including 144 rockets all together! 25/12/12 $106.25 $81.25 $68.75

PD1538

STAR SMASHER ASSORTMENT 

Watch as these rocket fly sky high and go out with a bang! 10/9 $156.40 $119.60 $101.20

OX1535

SUN RING ROCKET                                                           

Forms a perfect ring of fire overhead with each rocket. These ring 

rockets are always a crowd pleaser! 20/3 $136.00 $104.00 $88.00

DM1536

TEXAS POP ROCKET

Big bottle rocket. 72/12 $116.89 $89.39 $75.64

DM1615

THUNDER MISSILE WITH NOSE CONE

*NEW* Great shelf appeal and performance. Loud whoosh as 

it screams skyward. 12/5 $59.57 $45.55 $38.54

OX-0445D

TRIPLE WHISTLER

Bottle rocket that whistles three times. 20/12/12 $89.25 $68.25 $57.75

OX-0445S

WHISTLING MOON TRAVEL W/ REPORT

144 whistling bottle rockets. 20/12/12 $74.80 $57.20 $48.40

DM-T0512

WILD GEESE 

Soaring skyward, these rockets break into red and green flowers 

with whistles! 48/6 $54.67 $41.81 $35.38



ROMAN CANDLES

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

DM-T6515

10 BALL MAGICAL ROMAN CANDLE

The old favorite. No party is complete with-out a classic 10 ball 

roman candle! 24/6 $44.27 $33.85 $28.64

DM1417

5 SHOT POWER SWORD CANDLE

5 Shot - Feel the power!  This roman candle features outstanding 

colors and special effects such as whistles and spinners. Each 

candle is a different effect. 18/4 $84.15 $64.35 $54.45

DM1418

5 SHOT PYRAMID POWER CANDLE

5 shots - Feel the power!  This roman candle features outstanding 

colors and special effects such as whistles and spinners.   Each 

candle is a different effect. 6/10 $66.30 $50.70 $42.90

DM-T6514

8 BALL MAGICAL ROMAN CANDLE                                          

8 Shot - Multi-color pearls. 48/6 $75.07 $57.41 $48.58

DM436

ASSAULT CANDLE ASSORTMENT

A 12 pack candle assortment in a clear bag with a header card. 

Effects has crackling candle, color and report, roman candle with 

tail, etc. 12/12 $57.83 $44.23 $37.42

OX-K2255C

BLUE THUNDER 10 BALLS

10 shot - Blue stars to loud reports.  This candle features the 

loudest legal salutes. The improved high gloss label will make 

these fly out the door! 24/6 $46.92 $35.88 $30.36

OX1437

CONTRAILS-SMOKE ROMAN CANDLE                        

Extra large size candle with 5 big smoke tails. (Daytime item!) 36/1 $100.37 $76.75 $64.94

SMC142

DOODLE NEON CANDLE                     

*NEW* Don't dilly-dally and wait to shoot off this doozie of a  

cool hum-dinger roman candle! Colorful shots of neon bright 

zipping shooting stars in a variety of hues. 12/1 $77.42 $59.20 $50.09

 P4018 

MASTER BLASTER 196'S

*NEW* 196 Shot - Color palm tails and color tails to titanium 

chrysanthemums. 15/1 $127.50 $97.50 $82.50

OX1417-GC

PRO OX CANDLES                                                           

Magnum candles with extra kick!  Nice glittering comets. 15/4 $58.65 $44.85 $37.95

DM1422

RIPCORD-PARACHUTE ROMAN CANDLE                    

Five shots, each shot releases a large parachute. (Daytime item!) 36/1 $100.37 $76.75 $64.94

OX1417-TB

SINISTER CANDLES                   

Sinister performance! These are high powered roman candles. 15/4 $58.65 $44.85 $37.95

SATURN MISSILES

DM-

K1130C12

100'S SATURN MISSILE BATTERY 

100 Shot - Whistle and report. 30/1 $73.19 $55.97 $47.36

DM-

K1130C7

25'S SATURN MISSILE BATTERY 

25 Shot - Rapid fire of whistles, reports, and silver tail crackle. 120/1 $76.50 $58.50 $49.50

DM-

K1130C7-4

25'S SATURN MISSILE BATTERY 

25 Shot -Rapid fire of whistles, reports, and silver tail crackle. 30/4 $73.19 $55.97 $47.36

DM1608

300 SHOT KILLER SKEETERS 

300 Shot - Not your average saturn missile battery!  300 shots of 

quick paced action.  Silver tails, whistles and reports. 12/1 $93.53 $71.53 $60.52

DM-

K1130C9-1

50'S SATURN MISSILE BATTERY

50 Shot - Rapid fire of whistles, reports, and silver tail crackle. 48/1 $56.30 $43.06 $36.43



SATURN MISSILES

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

DM1610

750 SHOT SATURN MISSILE

750 Shot - Whistles, reports, bottle rocket effects, 90 seconds 

long. 2/1 $104.55 $79.95 $67.65

SSM166

BULL'S EYE SATURN MISSILE BATTERY

Scores big with your customers as it provides an eye catching 

circular shape Missile Battery. Featuring a combination of regular 

and jumbo size missiles with effects and firing pace that varies as 

the action spirals into the center bulls eye. 8/1 $117.30 $89.70 $75.90

SSM1130-200G

GREEN GLITTER MISSILE BATTERY 200 SHOTS

200 Shots - Rapid fire of repots with green and glitter. 12/1 $95.27 $72.85 $61.64

SSM1130L-92

JUMBO SATURN MISSILE 92 SHOTS

92 Shot - A step up from the Jumbo Saturn with even more shots!
15/1 $90.14 $68.93 $58.33

SINGLE SHOT TUBES

DM108T

#500 SINGLE SHOT TUBE - ASSORTED EFFECTS

Assorted effects. Huge Breaks of red peony to crackle, silver 

willow, brocade to red, red ring with blue bowtie. 12/1 $89.25 $68.25 $57.75

DM110

AIR COLOR BOMB #3

These little heavy hitters come in either blue peony, red peony, or 

crackling willow. 24/3 $85.88 $65.68 $55.57

DM112

BLASTER SHOTS

High quality Dominator single shot tubes with professional effects! 24/6 $94.45 $72.23 $61.12

SMOKE ITEMS

BW907

BIG COLOR SMOKE BALLS

Jumbo size assorted color smoke balls. 8/12/3 $81.60 $62.40 $52.80

DM918

BLACKOUT - BLACK SMOKE

*NEW* This new smoke bomb will cover you area in thick 

black smoke. 72/1 $80.78 $61.78 $52.27

P6013

COLOR CHANGE SMOKE                                           

Green to orange smoke, pink to blue smoke, yellow to purple 

smoke. Duration is about 90 seconds. 2/3/24 $153.00 $117.00 $99.00

DM904

COLOR SMOKE BALLS (CLAY)   

Assorted colors made with clay cases for the best performance. 20/12/6 $73.10 $55.90 $47.30

BS2602

COLOR SMOKE GRENADES 6 PACK

Six different colored pull string grenades, includes red, white, 

blue, yellow, green, and purple smokes. Duration is about 45 to 

90 seconds 6/24 $167.48 $128.08 $108.37

DM911

HOT PINK MEGA SMOKE

This daytime item produces huge amounts of VIVID pink smoke. 24/6 $109.75 $83.93 $71.02

DM911B

IS IT A BOY OR GIRL? BLUE SMOKE

Pure blue smoke in a large canister.   Only you know its blue 

smoke from the blue sticker on the bottom! 24/6 $93.64 $71.60 $60.59

DM911A

IS IT A BOY OR GIRL? PINK SMOKE

Pure pink smoke in a large canister.   Only you know its pink 

smoke from the pink sticker on the bottom! 24/6 $110.57 $84.55 $71.54



SMOKE ITEMS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

DM908

MEGA SMOKE - COLOR

Assorted colors in a large tube for maximum smoke production 

and duration. 24/6 $82.62 $63.18 $53.46

DM910

MEGA SMOKE - WHITE

White smoke in a large tube for maximum smoke production and 

duration. 24/6 $64.67 $49.45 $41.84

OX919

PATRIOTIC SMOKE USA

*NEW* Red, White and Blue smoke at the same time from 1 

tube. 48/1 $129.34 $98.90 $83.69

DM-S65-1

SMOKE GRENADE

Traditional plastic smoke grenade 12/48/1 $83.33 $63.73 $53.92

DM912

TWO MIN. SMOKE SCREEN

Two minutes of heavy white smoke. 6/24 $87.57 $66.96 $56.66

SPARKLERS

DM10N2

#10 BAMBOO CRACKLE SPARKLER

Bamboo handle with crackling gold sparks. 24/6/6 $81.60 $62.40 $52.80

DM10NB

#10 BAMBOO GOLD SPARKLER                               

Bamboo handle with gold sparks. 24/12/8 $81.60 $62.40 $52.80

DM10NB1

#10 COLOR BAMBOO SPARKLER

Colorful bamboo sparkler. 48/6/8 $76.70 $58.66 $49.63

OX10N

#10 OX SPARKLERS

Wire handle with gold sparks. 24/12/8 $82.62 $63.18 $53.46

DM10NB-

NEO

#10 XENON SPARKLERS

Neon sparklers with color flare tips. 24/12/8 $74.05 $56.63 $47.92

OX-0981

#14 MORNING GLORY

Long lasting and multi color sparks. 15/24/6 $66.30 $50.70 $42.90

DM20NWB1

#20 COLOR BAMBOO - WEDDING BOX                             

Bamboo handle with gold sparks packaged in a white box for your 

special event. 9/4/8 $55.31 $42.30 $35.79

DM20N

#20 GOLD SPARKLER

Wire handle with gold sparks. 9/4/8 $52.71 $40.31 $34.11

OX20N

#20 OX SPARKLER

Wire handle with gold sparks. 9/4/8 $52.71 $40.31 $34.11

DM36N

#36 GOLD ELECTRIC SPARKLER

Traditional wire sparklers featuring an easy to light tip and long 

lasting gold sparks in a bright glossy package! 36/4 $96.08 $73.48 $62.17

DM8NB

#8 BAMBOO GOLD SPARKLERS

Bamboo handle with gold sparks. 24/12/6 $49.37 $37.75 $31.94

DM-0740

#8 COLOR SPARKLERS

Wire handle with three different colors. 24/12/6 $49.37 $37.75 $31.94

DM8N

#8 GOLD ELECTRIC SPARKLER

Wire handle with gold sparks. 24/12/6 $46.92 $35.88 $30.36

DM828

GAMMA GLOW

The only thing missing is radiation! Super bright vivid color 

sparklers. 3/50/5 $113.48 $86.78 $73.43

DM839

HEART SHAPED SPARKLER                                              

Heart Shaped Sparklers are ideal for weddings. Heart Sparklers 

for all romantic occasions. 100/6 $109.65 $83.85 $70.95

DM0981-36

JUMBO MORNING GLORY

Long lasting and multi-color sparks, jumbo size! 96/6 $110.16 $84.24 $71.28



SPARKLERS

ITEM # Item Name / Description Pack Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

DM-0981L

MORNING GLORY

So much more than a sparkler - a mini fountain on a stick. These 

little items are a great value for the money. Changing color and 

throwing multi-color sparks, these great performers even have a 

mini finale of crackle sparks. 360/6 $104.04 $79.56 $67.32

OX10NB-

NEO

NEOX SPARKLERS

Bright neon colored sparklers. 24/12/8 $74.05 $56.63 $47.92

DM826

SILLY STICKS

Have a stick, and a smile!  High quality sparkler! 10/20/1 $183.60 $140.40 $118.80

DM840

STAR SHAPED SPARKLER

 A sparkler in the shape of a start! 100/6 $120.70 $92.30 $78.10

SPINNERS

DM-T3500

DOMINATOR JUMPING JACKS

Color ground spinners. 20/48/12 $80.75 $61.75 $52.25

DM-T3500S

DOMINATOR JUMPING JACKS

Color ground spinners. 80/12/12 $83.64 $63.96 $54.12

DM-T1569

JACK IN THE BOX

The Classic Jack in The Box, A Fountain With Spinners of Color 

and Crackle ! 30/6 $81.60 $62.40 $52.80

DM1016

JUMBO CRACKLING GROUND  BLOOM  FLOWER    

Jumbo size! These items spin rapidly on the ground making a 

flower of fire and crackle. 12/12/6 $134.33 $102.73 $86.92

DM1014

JUMBO GROUND  BLOOM  FLOWER    

Jumbo size! These items spin rapidly on the ground making a 

flower of fire.   12/12/6 $147.90 $113.10 $95.70

DM1000

PREMIUM GROUND BLOOM

Always a favorite! These items spin rapidly on the ground making 

a flower of fire.   20/12/6 $72.25 $55.25 $46.75

DM-0901BC

PREMIUM GROUND BLOOM WITH CRACKLE

Always a favorite! These items spin rapidly on the ground making 

a flower of fire and crackle. 20/12/6 $78.20 $59.80 $50.60

BW-1008

WHIRLWINDS

Fantastic!  These small items are sure to surprise. They start as a 

spinner then dart off skyward with a zipping noise. 6/32/3 $111.38 $85.18 $72.07

WHEELS

BW-1010

13" SPARKING WHEEL

This large wheel gives a screaming performance with loud 

whistles and brilliant whirling colors. Long lasting with three 

different color effects and whistles throughout the performance. 20/1 $129.20 $98.80 $83.60

DM-T7502

WHISTLING TRI-ROTATING

This pinwheel changes three colors while continually spinning and 

whistling. 24/6 $156.47 $119.65 $101.24


